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For all the time and money expended upon them, for all the 

drama that accompanies their unfolding, and for all the apparent 

decisiveness with which they are concluded, national elections are, 

in the American system, just t~e first step in the process of govern

ing. Even after the sacrifices are made and the prize is won, a 

newly-elected president has surprisingly little real power, Thanks 

to the Founding Fathers, he must contend with two other branches 

of government, whose jurisdictions infringe upan his own and whase 

political loyalties may not .. Even among loyalists, the local roots 

of American politicians, combined with the historical weakness of 

our political parties, virtually guarantees dissent. Moreover, 

within his own house, a president is far from being the master; 

the executive branch is more a collection af feudal baronies, peopled 

by tenured knights of the realm, than a corps of faithful retainers. ----------- ----..._,.,___ __,_ ____ ··- --

Said Harry Truman in 1952, as he contemplated the problems awaiting 

his successor: ''He'll sit here and he'll say, 'Do this! Do that:' 

V And nothing will happen. Poor Ike -- it won't be a bit like the 

0 Army. He'll find it very frustrating.'' 

Even under the best of circumstances, in otherwords, American 

government is coalition government, The career of Jimmy Carter 

provides the most recent evidence that the real test of presidential 
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leadership comes not in w1nn1ng office but in holding it. To 

succeed, a president must be skilled 1n knowing when and how to 

use the limited power he has. Only out of countless accomodations 

will his real program emerge and only then can he be judged. 

When the votes had all been cast last November, there was no 

doubt the American people had spoken decisively, but much question 

as to what they had said. Some observers felt the results "@re no --
more. than a rep.3dicatitl,!)_c;>J.,.the_Car.ter __ A~m~~is.!.;:ati~ Others 

believed a more positive statement had been made. As Norman Pod

haretz has put it, ''The groups who voted for Reaga,, are diverse rather 

than monolithic, and they are by no means- unified in their support 

for particular programs. What they are unified in is a yearning to 

make the country productive and powerful once more-~ to make it 

great again.'' At the very least, coming as it did in the shadow 

of the Iranian crisis, the Reagan election surely reflected a desire 

for stronger American leadership 1n world affairs. 

To ask whether the Reagan Administration can achieve this 1s 

not to question the commitment of the President and his key advisers. 

Rather, it is to acknowledge th,? inevitability of compromise in 

American government. The foreign policy that the Reagon Administra

tion will eventually develop will be constrained not just by its 

own principles but also by the desires of other powers 1n Washington 

and the rest of the country (not to mention the wishes of our allies 
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and adversaries.) If t~e President is able to bend these forces to 

his purposes, he con fulfill his mandate. But if he is unable to 

do so, his foreign policy will look very different from the one on 

which he was elected, 

One hundred days after the Inauguration is too short a period 

for determining what the real ~haracter of the Reagon Administration 

will be, Already, there are some hopeful signs for those who would 

like to see o stronger American role in the world, but some discour-

oging ones too. Ironically, many of the emer2ent constraints on 

the Administration's foreign policy ore related to long-standing __________________________ ... 
aspects of A~erican conservatism. Whether these will persist in --- - _ ... __________ ,,,........_. ~-"·""' 

office or con be overcome will be examined in the rest of this paper. 

Butter Versus Guns 

At the risk of over-simplification and offense to many hard

working friends, it might be said that for much of the post-war 

period, American conservatives have been more concerned with domestic 

issues and liberals wi th_internotional--2.!:'..:..:. To be sure, the former 

were every bit os anti-Communist (occasionally, more so) as the latter 

and participated in a variety of ways in debates over foreign policy, 

But conservatives recognized their main disagreements -- hence, po

tential advantages -- lay elsewhere. Thus, their contributions 

hove been much more memorable and unique in economic policy and 

the so-called ''social issues.'' 
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This was especially true af the conservative standard-bearer 

in 1980. Although Ronald Reagan's sympathies were solidly anti-

Communist and well-known, he had come to prominence as a spokesman 

for free enterprise and opponent of large government. Indeed, during 

the campaign, his inexperience in foreign affairs was thought a 

potential liability. However, in the end, it did not hurt when 

compared with his opponent's demonstrated incompetence and the other 
' 

issue~ upon which he had built his career proved decisive. 

Not surprisingly then, upon taking office, the President 

launched a major, even revolutionary, program ta revitalize the 

nation's economy and reduce the size of the public sector. This 

was not, of course, the only initiative underta~en by the new 

Administration, but clearly it was the most important, indeed the 

one by which not just the first hundred days but even the first 

term were to be judged. (Reagan, it is reported, did not sleep the 

night before his speech µresenting the new budget, so eagerly did 

he await his chance to do at last what he had been talking about 

for over twenty years.) As a consequence, the A~ministration. ~as ----- ·- -

almost certainly hampered its ability to act boldly in other 

spheres, including foreign affairs. 
~ - ~--·•-m-•~·- -...,..,•- -~---···~•· _...._ .. 

This is so for two reasons. First of all, with so much riding 

on the fate of the economic program, the ability of the President ------------•--_______ , ___________ _ 
to win political concessions at.home or abroad depends 

considerably on its succ.~s. Yet, despite the truly inspired way 
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in which it has been developed and presented, this·particular 

program is adnittedly untested and extraordinarily hazardous. ----··-·-- - ·- - - -· -"~ . , .. 

Furthermore, no government, not even an American ane, con fully 

control or account for the factors which shape national economies. 

For reasons largely unconnected with the nature of the President's 

plan, conditions are likely to get worse before they get better. 

By placing so mony of its political eggs in this one basket, the 

Administration risks becoming a lome duck and losing the ''can do'' 

glow it currently has, in much the same way Jimny Carter's ill

fated energy plan haunted his government until its defeat. 

Secondly, and of more direct consequence, enacting the 

President's economic program will be costly in pglitical capital, 
...,,.-----··- ----~·~------·---~ --- --- - - ~ -----<+ 

some of which will come at the expense of foreign pblicy 

initiatives. We have already seen a de-,emphasis in talk about 

7 El Sdlvador partly because of White House concern that it was 
' 

distracting public attention from budget and tax-cutting. (MucH 

the same calculation led Senate Majority Leader Baker to postpone 

any debate on the ••~ocial issues.") If the Reagan Administration 

is forced to compromise with House Democrats, one of the casualties, 

judging from the budget proposed by Representative James Jone~ is 

likely_!..o....2,L9JsJens_e e~!)_El_ndi tures. In any event, one of the ---• 
casualties has been the President's own time. If he is devoting 

many hours to matters other than the economy, no one seems willing 

to admit it. Whatever this inattention may mean for the rest of 
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government, it bodes ill for foreign offoirs, where presidential 

involvement is indispensable, 

The Problem of Central Control 

The reason for this is that of all elected officials, only 

the President con legitimately claim to speak for the notion as 

a whole in world affairs. Yet before he can do that, he must not 

only '.devote the attention but also assume control of the govern

ment itself. To an outsider, the first hundred days of the Reagan 

Administration suggest it hos not adequately addressed itself to 

this problem, 

Like ideologues might be expected to do, t_he Reagan Adminis

tration came into office believing that the permaneht bureaucracy 

was rife with political adversaries, time-servers, or worse. And, 

of course, this is not untrue. However, the President and his 

closest advisers also seem to think that once such officials ore 

dispatched and replaced with competent loyalists, the agencies 

con more or less be allowed to run themselves. Thus, the familiar 

paeans to Cabinet government, but with the difference this time 

being that it may actually be tried. In such an arrangement, the 

president becomes in fact what Truman said he was in jest a 

glorified public relations man, a role this President seems 

comfortable in playing. 

........-
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Such an approach to governing is not to be dismissed out

of-hand. Despite its slowness in making appointments, the 

Reagan Administration has quickly made its mark in the far-flung 

corridors of official Washington in no small measure because of 

its willingness to let decisions be made outside the White House 

as long as the right people we~e making them. Even the shock of 

an attempted assassination did little to knock it off stride. 

Yet, the departments and agencies of the Federal government 

are not just empty boxes on a chart, populated by faceless 

bureaucrats who need only to be mastered. They are, rather, 

complex organizations with histories and interests, as likely to 

engulf their new masters as be tamed by them. The centrifugal 

tendencies in American government are great and a presidential 

appointment is not enough to guarantee obedience, even if there 

were vastly more patronage than there is. 

In foreign policy, the problems of central control are 

particularly acute. Not only are several departments often 

involved on a single matter but within each department, several 

bureaus or other sub-divisions may get into the act too. The 

State Department has a mini-Def•ense Department, whils: the Pentagon 

has a mini-State; both have their own intelligen~e agencies; 

Rivalries abound and rare is the political boss who can avoid 

being drawn into them" Indeed, so heated has the in-fighting 
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been that at times, the hardest task of American foreign policy 

has seemed to be making peace ot home. 

~part from trying to appoint ''Reaganauts'', the President 

and his men seem to have no plon for making sure that their -----------. -~---~-- -·--·- -------- - - ·- , __ 
priorities will carry the doy. To the contrary, Notional Security 

advisor Richard V. Allen o loyal and knowledgeable man 

has taken the view that his job and thot of his staff is not to 

lead and shape but to assist and coordinate. Without stronger 

.... 
support from the White House, even the most stout-hearted ''R7egan-

aut'' will, before long, be at the mercy of the permanent bureau

cracy and the overall result will be a foreign policy that tries 

the impossible task of leading with many voices. We may already 

have seen early evidence of this in conflicting pronouncements on 

such important matters os arms control, NATO defense expenditures, 

and the Soviet role in terrorism. 

The Loyal Opposition 

Although being master of his own house is difficult enough, 

the President who wants to be a leader in world affairs must also 

come to terms with his political opponents. Only partly is this 

a legacy of our tradition of bJpartisanship in foreign policy. 

More practically, the power of Congress to delay, if not block ,.....__ ________ . ________ _ 
entirely, an administration's initiatives overseas has grown so 

--- --------
substantially that a president would risk major setbacks if he 
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did not reach a modus vivendi with the opposing party, even if 

it controls only the lower house. However, for this Adminis-

tration, obtaining support from Democ,ats may prove less of a 

problem than preventing defections among its Republican allies. 

Indeed, one of the least-noticed developments of the first 

hundred days has been the ~irtual eclip•of the left~wing _of_the - -

Democratic Party. In the wake of their defeat last November at 

the polls, the Kennedy-Mondale faction has suffered a string of 

losses. A moderate technician, Charles Manatt, was chosen party 

chairman. Despite anguished cries for more social spending in 

the Senate, the party's statement of economic principles, as 

well as its detailed alternative budget offered in the House, 

were clear moves in .the direction of the Administrqtion"s position. 

Although no major foreign policy motters have come before Congress 

yet, the effort of liberal Senators to deny confirmation to 

Alexander Haig and other appointees has so far failed dismally. 

out. 

To be sure, one should not count the Kennedy-Mondale wing 

By appointing so many Jackson-Moynihan Democrats to his 

Administration, President Reagan has, perhaps deliberately, 

improved the pro~pects for a liberal revival. Moreover, his 

economic p3_oposal~_?_:e likely to shift the political center of 

the labour movement leftward. ,,--------- If the result is to undermine the 

position of strong internationalists such as LA,1£ Kirkland, the 

Administration may yet find Democratic support for its foreign 

policy hard to come by. 
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But at the moment, the Reagan Admini~!~at_-i:_o_n i_s_h_ov_i_lJ.g_mo.re. 

trouble within its own party. - -- Some of it stems from commitments 

made to (or extracted by) various groups of Republican voters. 

Thus, the grain emb?~g,?, probably a s_illy step __ when it was taken, 

will soon look even more foolish when it is ended (with the Soviet 

Union still in Afghanistan) in·gratitude to the farm bloc. 

Similarly, a campaign promise in Detroit almost led an outspoken

advocate of free trade to impos.:__i_'1:1fl()~t restrai~s on Japanese 
~ 

Such are the normal compromises of elective politics 

and not the worst test of leadership is the abiiity to make them 

without going too far off course. 

A more difficult task altogether will be a~suaging those 

supporters who feel the Administration has already ,gone too far 

off course. Fiercely anti-communist, intensely nationalistic, 

never a majority but always strong, such conservatives have long 

been a factor in the Republican Party and especially in the camp 

of Ronald Reagan. As a candidate, he championed their views on 

matters like the Panoma Canal treaty and the status of Tai~an 

with a degree of political success. As President, however, he 

has ''moved towards the center'', even appointing former associates 

of Henry Kissinger to positions in the Department of State. 

Consequently, the guardians of the tablets have begun to worry. 
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However premature, S',!-CJL disaf.'..:.'.:.:ion must be taken ser.-i,.o.u.s.lcy0 ., 

At the very least, as Senator Helms has already demonstrated, the 

''New Right'' can delay Congressional consideration of appointments 

-and policies. If not mollified, it could even produce ·Fhe margin 

of defeat for the Administration on major issues, as shown by the 

recent rejection of the President's budget following the loss of 

three conservative Republic votes. Yet, satisfying ideological 

purists is hard to do, certainly not without endangering other 

need~d support. Thus, a deltmma. Without the "New Right", Ronald 

Reagan might not have been elected. With it, he may have difficulty 

governing. 

The Two Faces of Foreign Policy 

Driven by domestic political complexities, it is little wonder 

that American foreign policy so often tends toward incoherence, 

The Carter era was especially notable in this respect. Few 

decisions were made without calculating (wrongly, it turned out) 

their impact upon the Administration's political fortunes, the 

Iranian crisis being just the most conspicuous example. In a 

democracy, such behaviar can hardly be faulted. However, it does 

lead one to ask whether countries so g?v=..rn~~-are_ r:ally capable 
----- . ~- -·-- ·- ,,- ,_ 

of international leadership. 

The Reagan Administration cannot avoid this predicament. 

Its foreign affairs will depend upon its domestic ones. Thus, 
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reinstating the dr_gf_t ,;een_1~--~'.nlikely no matter how significant 
~ . . ... . . 

that step might be abroad. If the Federal deficit grows too 

large,_.defense spen9ing may also fall victim to David Stockman's 
' ' - - ---- -· - - . - ---

axe, despite the perilous state of our military forces. An 

African policy that satisfies the moderates among the Administration's 

constituents may wind up boing·offset by a human rights policy that 

pleases the hard-liners. If ideological constancy is the aim, the 

foreign policy of a democracy which has elections every two years 

is not the place to find it. 

That our allies understand this is essential. Perhaps because 

of the images of power associated with American Government and the 

Presidency in particular, it sometimes appears os though only other 

d.~\countries are allowed to let domestic polities stan_d in the way of 

· {1 fulfilling their international obligations. In the recent 

I 

discussions about NATO rearmament, for example, European leaders 

have reportedly told the Reagan Administration that they could 

not get support for additional weapons spending unless American

Soviet arms negotiations were first reopened. Apart from the merits 

of this proposal, its acceptance would cause the Reaggp_~qminj~-

tration to breach an important campaign pledge not to resume 

-------.------
arms talks without first restoring American strength. Ultimately, 

the President may be willing to do so, but by f~iling to appreciate 

his constraints, foreign leaders make disappointment inevitable 

and diplomacy difficult. 

,.,,...,_ 
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Can a Conservative Govern? 

Yet, even though the ability of American presidents to 

exercise international leadership is not os great os much of 

the world believes, nothing about the American political system 

requires the next four years to be a rightward reprise of the 

past four. (Of all the good fortune that greeted the 1naugur-

ation of Ronald Reagan, 

a man whose record wls universally derided.) 

the best was that he happened to succeed/ 

........ 
If foreign policy Qft.,..v>'i 

in a democracy cannot be the purposeful ~xpression of national 

interest some people wish it were, it need not be the series of 

spasmodic gestures it has recently been. Through political 

skill and effort, a President can impose his vision to -.soine degree 

on the diverse powers in American government and give the kind of 

shape to policy that is the prerequisite for leadership. For 
,J 

Ronald R:..9.9~~-pl_qy~~ecisive r~le in the world, he must be /.,}r(/ 
. -----~4~•fy 

re __ ady to have a s tro_ng, i f_..QQt_" imperial __ "_p_r_e..s i.flency. ,,.,/ ~ll h0 - J. 
v / ./~, /J;--1 ., 

,Whether that is any longer possible is a real question. So 

much has changed or been "reformed" in American politics that the 

ability of any chief executive to amass and use power may have 

been permanently circumscribed. Moreover, this particular chief 

executive has had a long-standing commitment to weaker government, 

to getting it "off the backs" of the people. How ironic it would 

be if a perfectly sensible idea for enhancing freedom at home 
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should prove to be an obstacle to the steps needed to preserve 
~ -- -------· 

fr_;;.99m~road. 

Of course, there is much about Ronald Reagan that does not 

fit into the mold of traditional American conservatives. Just 

as he, almost alone among major figures, could conceive of 

balancing the Federal budget while also cutting taxes, he may 

well be capable of simultaneously trying to lessen the President's 

sway over domestic policy while enlarging it in foreign affairs. 

On the other hand, he may choose to emulate another atypical 

Republican, Dwight D. Eisenhower, without realising that Ike's 

relaxed style of governing was much better suited to an era of 

American supremacy than to one of relative weakness. The next 

few months should tell. 7 

\/~·~J~. The most important reason for optimism is the new mood of ('e,W"V'.,_ 

the American people toward foreign affairs. The defeatism that )~ 

~. 
had come over the public as a result of the Vietnam War has fade,d.,., .-,.,,,---/ 

\,-_,,,~,'-', 
and been replaced by a willingness to accept a larger American I 

role in the world. Once again, as Norman Podhoretz has recently 
J 

written, it is safe to be anti-Communist. Just this mood helped 

propel Ronald Reagan into the White House and like the good actor 

he was, he responded to it. 

whether he can take the lead. 

In the next scene, we will all see 

-J,r-
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An American Perspective 

:Or • .Angelo Codevilla 

The peoples of North America and Europe have long become accustomed to 

thinking of each other as each others' indispensable allies. In Europe, 

even some Corrnnunists would feel uncomfortable were some wave of a magic wand 

to remove the United States from the scene. In America, people routinely 

think of Europe the way the British used to think of the low countries. 

Both sides regard the peace we have enjoyed for over a generation as the 

result of our conscious alliance. Europeans believe that Americans are 

their most reliable source of help in need, and vice versa. All this is 

quite natural given who we are and the kind of challenges we face. 

Yet an argument could be made that at least since the mid-1950's Europeans 

have contributed nruch to 1\merican attitudes and decisions which have harmed 

the security of all allies, and that Americans have likewise contributed to the 

decline of Europe. That argument, though always present, has been only an 

undercurrent. It became visible on both sides of the Atlantic at the time of 

the Suez War, again in the early 1960's as a consequence of General DeGaulle's 

plans for Europe (in which connection Robert JQeiman's little book Atlantic 

Crisis makes worthwhile reading) and in the late 1960's as Europe was pressuring 

the U.S. to abandon Vietnam. Since 1977 however, the possibility that the 

alliance with Europe may be doing the U.S. more harm than good has been 

discussed more and more openly in the U.S. Today, whenever American newspapers 

report some proposal for military preparedness or political action against the 

Soviet Union they almost invariably add that "the Europeans" oppose it or are 

sure to either circumvent it or water it down. Moreover an American public 

which has become convinced that a decade and a half of arms control talks with 

the Soviets has resulted in mortal danger read in their newspapers that "the 

Europeans" demand a resumption of the SALT process as something of a precondition 

for continuing the alliance. 
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whose obsessions exacerbate the. gradual pacification of the Soviet Union, feed 

Israeli imperialism, and threaten Europe's oil supplies. Nevertheless. there is 

an almost universal feeling in Europe that because the U.S. is there and its 

troops are in Europe, Europe's liberties are .safe, and Europe need not really 

exert itself. There is a., unspoken feeling in Europe that although we may not 

be able to prevent Soviet hegemony, if we accorrunodate slowly and jointly, 

Europe's future w1ll be that of Finland, rather ·than that of Czechoslovakia. 

There is a widespread feeling in the U.S. that although Europe is pushing the 

Alliance in the wrong direction, we have to accommodate European pressures 

somewhat for the sake of the alliance. In short, it is all too easy for each 

side of the alliance to see in•the other the reasons for doing the opposite 

of what it should, and therefore for the alliance to become the vehicle not 

for our mutual safety but for its opposite. 

The very purpose of this conference, I gather, is to develop means by which 

each side of the alliance might bring out the best in the other. 

Let me begin by pointing briefly to the difficulties before us. First, the 

military situation of the alliance has long since ceased to deserve the term 

"balance." The Warsaw Pact's military superiority on the central front is 

indisputable: a three to one advantage in tanks, four to one in artillery, 

at least three to one (depending on the index one uses) in long range theater 

nuclear systems, overwhelming superiority in the means of chemical warfare, 

and equality in the new antitank and PGM technology. itrly military analyst 

can imagine any ntnnber of scenarios for a Soviet victory. Scenarios for a 

western military victory are hard to imagine. Nonetheless, thus far no official 

spokesman for any NATO nation has suggested measures to make the alliance 

capable of winning a war on the central front. Discussions of the Alliance's 

military predicament simply beat around the bush. 
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No one suggests that the Alliance does not have the means. No one is willing 

to say outright that the peoples of Europe would prefer subjugation to 

fighting for their freedom -- for after all, Europeans spend substantial 

sums on defense, and have conscription. Yet .the argument has never been 

made in the alliance that whereas one may rationally choose either a policy 

of pre-emptive surrender or a policy of military victory, a half-hearted 

defense policy brings on the costs both of war and of surrender, without 

the benefits of either. The alliance's military discussions appear confined 

to endless arguments over minutiae, to wild speculation about the reliability 

of the Soviet Union's East European satellites and to thoroughly wishful 

thinking about China. This is a flight from reality. If East Europeans 

are reliable enough to march on each others' countries they are reliable 

enough to march West. China is not in a position to help Europe. As of now, 

the Soviet Union could win a war in Europe. The Allies cannot pretend to 

officially ignore this state of things, for indeed they don't. They must 

simply choose whether to change it or to accommodate themselves to it. 

' Second, in recent years, the Soviet Union has conque ed Ethiopi, Afghanistan, 

Angola, and South Yemen -- not to mention Vietnam.· The Soviet Union has 

ostentatiously urged the Arab nations to nationalize western energy assets 

and to cut off oil to the west. The Soviet Union has mobilized thirty 

divisions to thwart the Polish peoples' attempt to enjoy not a full freedom 

but just a bit more latitude. The Soviet Union's support for terrorists is 

clear. Yet never have the Socialist parties and labor unions of Northern 

Europe been so tolerant of Soviet ways and so intolerant of opposition to 

the Soviet Union. Never have European creditors been so willing to invest 

in the bankrupt, bellicose economies of the East, or to sell technology there. 
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The U.S. must bear part of the blame. As the Soviet Union was urging the 

Arabs to cut off oil to the west, Secretary of State Kissinger was asked 

whether the Soviet Union's behavior was not dangerously irresponsible, and 

answered that it was not. President Carter thought that the invasion of 

Afghanistan did not decrease the Soviets' suitability as partners in SALT. 

The same Carter apologized to the Soviets for the American Labor M:ivement's 

support of free labor in Poland. The State Department bureaucracy's 

position is that the Polish people's stirrings are dangerously destabilizing. 

In the State Department, the Sonnenfeldt Doctrine is not controversial. It 

is conventional wisdom. Even after the 1980 election, Senator Percy, for his 

part, reportedly conveyed to Mr. Brezhnev his understanding for the Soviet 

Union's "fatherly concern" with Poland. In sum, the Soviet Union is very nruch 

on the march in the world, and many influential people on both sides of the 

Atlantic have a record of not objecting to any given step. Indeed, so long 

as the discussion of the Soviet Union's position in the world is restricted 

to this or that issue, all issues will lack.proper perspective, and opportunities 

will abound for discord among us. It would be much more helpful to ask what 

sort of role in the world we cannot allow the Soviet Union to assume, and by 

what means we can prevent the Soviet Union from assuming it. 

Third, some Arab countries have expropriated energy assets discovered and 

developed by westerners and then have charged such outrageously high prices 

as to stop a long-tenn general increase in Europe's prosperity. They have 

interfered in Europe's internal affairs by threats and by violence. A 

generation ago, European nations would have considered lesser prove.cations as 

sufficient cause for war. But today's Europeans and Americans have responded 

by expensive and disruptive measures to conserve oil, and by gradually 

distancing themselves from the State of Israel. Brilliance is not required ~o 

see the futility of this. 
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Decreases in consumption have been more than outmatched by arbitrary increases 

in price. There is no logical end to this process. For the same reasons, 

even vile policy toward Israel cannot be expected to yield relief. If Israel 

were somehow to vanish into thin air, certain Arab c01mtries would still have 

no reason gratuitously to permit the west to rise from the groveling position 

in which it has placed itself. Moreover, it is no secret that the Soviet Union 

would dearly like to substitute its land for the Arabs' on Europe's lifeline, 

and that only a few coups d'e'tat -- Egypt and Saudi Arabia (or perhaps just 

either) would let them do that. It would be helpful to consider our options 

in this area quite dispassionately. 

In the light of the troubles we face, it is natural both for Europeans and the 

Americans to ask what good is the Alliance? Specifically, it is not difficult 

to agree that Europeans and Americans are not much good to cine another if by 

their cooperation they field armies and navies obviously destined to lose the 

next war, (remember that if they cannot win it, they won't be able to prevent it), 

if their foreign policies cannot manage to reverse the worldwide growth of 

their joint enemy, or if they can 1t jointly work out a way to keep from being 

economically devastated by peoples wholly insignificant except in gall. If 

the alliance cannot reasonably be expected to accomplish these things, then 

it surely is not worth what we devote to it. Indeed reliance upon it may dull 

our individual countries' instincts for survival. 

Most Americans who think about Europe see no reason why an alliance which represents 

roughly double the Soviet Union's population and four times the resources should 

resign itself to military and political defeat and economic bondage. Yet more 

and more Americans observing the past decade's trends have concluded that, even 

should plans be developed to make NATO capable of winning, Europe will not 

agree to them. 
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They see that western military power cannot keep Europe from being overnm, 

and that Europeans are relying not on that, but on the Soviets' goodwill, 

which they seek to purchase in part by refusing to build military forces 

actually capable of defense. What, they then ask, is the role of American 

troops in Europe? They are too weak to stave off defeat, they cannot be a 

tripwire because to trip that wire would mean the defeat of the United States 

as well, they are not reassuring enough to reverse the political trends in 

Europe, and under the circumstances they are probably not usable as forward

deployed elements of a contingency force for the Persian Gulf. In war they 

would be cannon fodder, and in peace they are hostages. Better bring them home. 

Moreover, if the search for consensus within the alliance would force the 

U.S. to suffer losses around the world, even in Central America, then perhaps 

it is time to stop seeking such consensus. All of this amounts to saying 

that, if present trends continue, America's best option might be to cut its 

losses in Europe. It is a frightful option, but nevertheless would be 

preferable to the continuation of present trends. 

Of course, present trends don't have to continue. No one except the Soviets 

have good reason to want them to. Alas, bad reasons are plentiful. Chief 

among them are that, for politicians, admission of a need to change is admission 

of failure, and that powerful political forces on both sides of the Atlantic 

have particular stakes inthepolitical and military policies of the last twenty five 

years. The most powerful argument in their favor is that because mighty struggles 

have been required just to get the alliance to arm itself as well as it has and 

to take such half measures as it has taken, one cannot realistically hope to 

build a consensus to do more. Yet we should all have learned by now that one 

only erodes the support available for tough foreign and military policies by 

exchanging agreement on half-measures for even silent complicity in the 

proposition that the half measures are adequate. 
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Such an approach results in a fateful combination of wealmess, false sense of 

security, and unwillingness to sacrifice. By ceasing to condone half-measures 

we can confront people on both sides of the Atlantic with clear choices. A· 

strategy for political and military victory would require much. But it would 

give meaning to and reward for effort. 

Perhaps the best current example concerns the modernization of NATO's theater 

nuclear forces and the target for increased defense spending.. Why is there 

so much difficulty? I suggest that is because 582 missiles and 3 percent 

increase in spending are inherently meaningless. How would we be better off 

with them five years from now than we are today? How could they actually be 

used to increase our chances of surviving and winning a war? These questions 

do·not_have good answers because the P:ograms to which they refer were never 

conceived to provide safety or win a war. 

Levels of military spending, in and of themselves· are meaningless. Only actual 

military capabilities count. Comparisons of Eastern and Western military 

spending are deceiving because the West must spend relatively more on soldiers' 

creature comforts, and the East gets more for its military rouble. True levels 

of spending do provide a rough index of commitment. But the choice of 3 percent 

as a target for NATO's increase is a strange way to demonstrate commitment. 

The Warsaw Pact has been increasing its military expenditures by about 4 to 5 

percent annually for over a decade. During the next decade, in order to 

overcome the edge built up by the Pact, NATO would have to build up at a rate 

of about 10 percent per year. By deciding on a 3 percent increase, NATO 

actually freely and consciously chose military inferiority for the indefinite 

future. Of course NATO did not choose 3 percent because the figure signified 

anything specially worthwhil~ 
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Just as it did not reject a 2 percent or a 4 percent increase -- or a 1 percent 

decrease -- because they were inherently bad. NATO settled on 3 percent 

as a mere compromise between those who wanted to do less and those who wanted 

to do more. But none of these figures were related to the question: What 

would it talce to safeguard Europe from the Soviet forces? Such substantive 

arguments as have been made center on the allegedly healthy psychological 

effect of having the alliance improving its military forces by a set figure 

compounded annually. But one is entitled to ask who is supposed to be 

psychologically impressed by military measures which do not result in .the 

capability to win wars? Who is the alliance trying to impress? They may impress 

people who are ignorant or irresponsibly disdainful of military realities. In 

the 1930's France's huge expenditures for the Maginot line impressed the French 

public. It failed to impress German planners. Certainly Soviet planners, a 

rather down-to-earth lot, are not going to be frightened by a 3 percent increase. 

NATO's own political leaders may well use the figure to bolster their images · 

in their domestic political wars, but they know very well that if and when the 

time comes to face the real prospect of conflict with the Soviets, such paper 

accomplishments would be small comfort. So in the end, European and American 

parliaments, faced with concrete political pressures for domestic spending, 

realizing that no great good would be achieved and no catastrophe avoided by 

a 3 percent increase, mostly let the target go the way of the MLF. 

Similarly, the decision to respond to the Soviet Union's growing superiority 

in tactical nuclear forces by deploying 108 Pershing IIs and 476 ground 

launched cruise missiles was wholly unrelated to any rational military 

strategy. The Pershing II's are to be deployed in fixed soft sites. Since 

no one suggests they would be used as first-strike weapons, there is no 

chance they would survive the first moments of a conflict. 
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The GLCMs are to be mobile, but in what sense could they be construed to 

counter-balance Soviet SS-20 warheads -- just as accurate, from launchers 

just as mobile, but much more numerous? Even assuming they did, they would 

still have no effect on the 400 SS-4s. If they were aimed at the SS-4s 

(which, by the way, makes sense), of course they would leave the SS-20 1.s 

alone. Clearly, NATO has no plans either to destroy Soviet theater nuclear 

forces or to protect its own forces or cities from Soviet attack. Given 

that, everything else is of secondary importance, .and the empty arguments 

about busing TNF begin to make some sense. 

The modernization of TNF is .also an exercise in impressing ourselves. But 

because it is, it is not terribly impressive, and is losing ground politically. 

Thousands of Europeans of good will have taken on the task of "selling" TNF 

to their own countries. It is a hard task. What does each country stand to 

gain by hosting the proposed American deployment? Of course it stands to 

draw more Soviet fire in the event of war, as well as Ij!Ore anger from the 

Soviet Union and from its sympathizers. That's taken for granted. But what 

about the returns? .They are hardly visible. Since overall TNF only makes 

the difference between losing badly and losing very badly, it is not likely 

to improve the outcome of any political or military conflict. Nor can it 

help limit damage to the countries which host it. No doubt the burning 

question on this matter in Europe will soon be how to minimize the deployment 

while humoring the U.S. 
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Yet there is no political or military reason to approach 1NF this way. Why 

restrict ourseives in advance to a definite number of missiles? Why not 

tie their number to those of the Soviets -- always keeping our number hi~her 

as a sort of "second strike premium"? Why not make our missiles small, mobile, 

and ballistic? That would let them survive, and allow us to use them to 

reduce potential damage to the West. Above all, why not build antiballistic 

missile systems in Europe? Europe's physical size is well suited to 

conventional ABM. A few big battle management radars could cover the whole 

area. ABM missile sites could be mutually supporting. Politically, it would 

be difficult to object to spending money to provide insurance against mass 

destruction. Moreover, because of recent advances in precision guidance, 

nuclear weapons need not be involved. In addition, there are now excellent 

prospects for space-based defenses against ballistic missiles. This is the 

perfect c.ourse of action for technologicaily advanced cmmtries which feel 

compunctions about building offensive weapons but which nonetheless wish to 

weigh on the strategic balance. 

It is regrettable that so many Americans and Europeans of goodwill have 

committed so much political capital to the current plan for the modernization 

of the alliance's 1NF, when doctrine is the aspect of our 1NF in the most 

urgent need of modernization. TI1e agreed formula on both sides of the Atlantic 

seems to be that we should combine progress toward deployment of the Pershings 

and GLCMs with negotiations with the Soviets for the purpose of a general reduction 

in forces. This fonnula is silly because neither the plans for 1NF nor the 
planned negotiations 

proposals for the , proceed from any view of the sort of 

military situation we would find acceptable. 
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Europeans and Americans of goodwill can contribute to their own safety by 

pointing out to all who will hear that it is a violation of every canon of 

military and political prudence to make plans for major weapons systems and 

to enter into negotiations without a finnly held view of what constitutes 

safety, and without a military strategy for achieving it. The argument most 

popular in official American circles is also the worst. We should enter into 

such negotiations -- so it goes -- to pacify the Europeans. But we should do 

so with total cynicism, preparing to go ahead with our plans anyway. The 

European governments themselves - - so it continues - - won't mind because 

they too are going into the negotiations as a result of pressures and not 

because they expect good results. This is the recipe for political disaster. 

Democracies are not good at cynical policy. The Soviets would exploit the 

gap between our words and intentions, and generate within the west even 

more pressures to move in their direction. 

Arguments about negotiations with the Soviet Union transcend military matters. 

Over the past two years the alliance has argued about how to use the west's 

overwhelming economic power to try to arrest theSovietUnion's march in the 

world. But while controversy has swirled around the embargo of about 10 M tons 

of American grain, the U.S. has licensed the export of high-technology drill 

bits to salvage the Soviet oil industry, and Germany has led the way in a 

consortium to build a gas pipeline from Siberia to Europe. The Polish crisis 

has brought rather indiscriminate offers of aid. Again, this sort of thing 

bespeaks a lack of strategy. What do we wish to see happen to the Soviet 

Union? Should we be trying to integrate it into the world's economy 

(understanding that it will relate to the world economy only on its terms) 

or should we be trying to isolate it so as to weaken it economically? 
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Should we be selling hardware, consurnmables, neither, or both? Do we want 

the Soviet system to prosper, or do we want to bring such pressures on it that 

its citizens will ultimately destroy it? The Soviet Union claims it is the 

wave of the future. Do we dispute that or do we not? These are not-i•far out" 

questions. Every action we take with regard go the Soviet Union answers them 

one way or the other. Do we treat the Soviet Union like any other country or 

do we not? The argument for going ahead with the gas pipeline is that the 

Soviets are no less reliable suppliers than the Arabs. But this neglects 

several important differences between them. When we build the Soviet Union's 

capital base, we are building the permanent power of a political system which 

is inexorably our enemy, and which is already very strong. The Soviets can 

be relied on to use their economic power to pursue their political objectives. 

Once the pipeline is in, it will be :impossible to resist the Soviet Union's 

call for a European energy conference. For what would our alliance count at 

such a conference? De facto we have embraced the policy that Soviet totalitarianism 

is here to stay, and that we had better work to :improve it. Of course this 

tends to demoralize all opposition to the Soviet Union. It is one thing to 

tell people that the road to freedom will be long and hard. It is another 

reflexively to acquiesce in the steady march of totalitarianism. 

The Alliance's political problems are worldwide . .A5 we look.at our withered 

political positions intheworld today we can learn much by recalling the 

arguments which Britain and especially France made in the late 1940's and 

through the 1950's. The alliance cannot survive, they said, if the rest of 

the world is turned against it, and the rest of the world will turn against 

it unless all the allies back each other's efforts to maintain and expand 

their political bases in Africa, the Near and Far East. 
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Americans branded these arguments as apologies for colonialism, and forced 

Europeans to regard them likewise. Today the U.S. is reduced to worrying 

about Cuba's colonialism not only in Africa but in the Caribbean as well. · Of 

course the alliance has worldwide concerns! What mindlessness it is to regard 

the taking of a square kilometer of Germany or Turkey as a casus belli and 

the taking of the Persian Gulf or Saudi Arabia as something else! This is 

not to say that every revelopment in the world should be of equal concern or 

that NATO must colonize the world in order to safeguard the Central Front. 

But it is to say that since the powers which threaten the Central Front are 

actini; against the alliance's interests in the so-called third world, the 

alliance cannot afford to let them win there without making nonsense of its 

efforts on the Central Front. East German military advisers are in Angola, 

Ethiopia, Libya and Syria. (Soviet arms in Libyan hands have just conquered 

yet another country, Chad). Soviet and East European "technicians" and 

political agents are in the third world in numbers comparable to those of 

western operatives in the colonial years. It is not illegitimate to ask, 

given the level of effort of the alliance and of the Warsaw Pact, what the 

world will look like five or ten years from now. 

The political forces on the Soviet Union's side are·well known: the PLO, the 

MPLA, SWAPO, and so on. The opponents are also well known: Sadat, Niemeiry, 

Quabus, and so on. What would be wrong with a commitment by the alliance, say, 

that the regime in Khartoum will not fall and the one in Luanda will? Why 

not act so that the next decade will see a string of western victories and 

Soviet defeats and not vice versa? In this regard, the European governments' 

behavior toward the PLO and Egypt can only be termed suicidal. Why build 

up the PLO? 
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Egypt, the Sudan, Morocco, and to some extent Saudi Arabia and Pakistan, not 

to mention others have very good selfish reasons for wanting western political 

and military help against Soviet-sponsored enemies -- including the PLO. These 

countries would even welcome western troops, if the right arrangement could 

be made. It makes little sense to ask for written agreements on bases and to 

argue about whose flag shall fly. Nor does it make sense to raise specters 

by talking about permanent presences. We should be creative: Frequent 

visits, joint exercises, and maybe even exchanges of troops. It would be 

both healthy and symbolic to have, say a Sudanese unit helping to guard the 

Central Front while a West German unit encamped across the Red Sea from Jiddah. 

Such moves would also help alleviate the condition most often cited as an 

excuse for Europe's foreign policy in the 70's -- its fear for its oil supplies. 

But it must be recognized that the west's -- particularly Europe's -- fears 

about oil have less to do with the size and deployment of forces,and much to 

do with lack of foresight, will, and coordination. Recall, for example, the 

Yom Kipur war, when for fear of an oil embargo, Europe disassociated itself 

from the United States' effort to help Israel. The U.S.' grumbling was only 

partly justified. What if the Europeans had told Washington "Yes, we will 

help, but, in return, you must understand we need the oil badly and agree 

that ·if our oil is cut off we will all send a joint military expedition to the 

area to conquer the oil fields"? The U.S. government would have hesitated, 

citing uncertainly about the Soviets' reaction and perhaps concern for its 

special ties with Iran. Under the circumstances, unfortunately, Europe is 

behaving rationally in moving away from the U.S. and trying to make the 

best deal it can for its oil. The point here is simple: Europe has gauged 

correctly that although the U.S. can get Europe in trouble with the oil states, 

the U.S. is not prepared to do anything to pull Europe out of trouble. 
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Moreover, until the U.S. commits itself at least to protecting Europe against 

anything the Soviet Union might do in retaliation for European actions to. 

restore the flow of oil, and Europe makes plans for what it would do in extremis. 

Europe has no option but to curry favor with the oil states as best it can. 

There is, of course, another option: to ask the Soviet Union for its good 

offices with client states in the area. But there should be no doubt at all 

as to where ·that short road leads. 

As we have seen, the alliance's oil problem will not be mitigated either by 

reducing consumption or by an eventual solution of the Arab-Israeli conflict. 

It was brought on by the west's lack of political resolve and coordination. 

It will last and deepen as long as the west finds enduring the problem less 

frightening than the frightening plans which must be made to escape from i~. 

The most immediate service which the Allies can render to one another in this 

field is to ask each other tough questions about what each would do if. 

In conclusion, let us keep in mind that although the atmospheres of fatuous 

talk which so easily envelop and choke alliances during periods of calm, 

and which seem to durable, so impenetrable, often disappear like morning mist 

when dangers become clear and pressing. Then the partners begin to act 

rationally, but often too late. Recall the alliance between Britain and France 

at the outset of World War II. All .through the 30 's each held the other back 

France falsely reassured by Britain's airplanes, Britain falsely reassured 

by France's fortifications and tanks, each begrudging the other its consent 

for political moves to thwart Germany's drive, lest a crisis be precipitated, 

both squabbling about each other's contribution to the defensive front but 

both avoiding the question of how to beat Germany if it attacked in strength. 
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True, some in Britain talked of how little just two British divisions could 

do on the continent, and that if they were not reinforced massively, it would 

be better to consider withdrawing them. Such talk was frowned upon on both 

sides of the channel as impractical and bad for the alliance. After Poland, 

though, the.reinforcements came. But they were not enough, and when the 

Germans attacked in strength, Britain had to stop corrnnitting its fighter 

squadrons to a losing cause, and scrambled to retreive its army from the 

beaches of Dtmkirk. 

The American people are as committed to NATO as the British were to the French 

forty years ago. Our corrnnitment of forces to the continent is greater. But 

more and more Americans, seeing little hope in the military situation in 

Europe, begin to think less of sending reinforcements in time of trouble 

than of preparing a withdrawal. No one who talks this way does so with a 

light heart. Generally, people who talk this way are ones who would rrruch 

rather build the alliance's power and strategy so as to make the west capable 

of fighting and winning. The voices of those who, a decade ago, urged 

reduction of the American corrnnitment to Europe are now stilled. Those voices 

were based on an unrealistically benign assessment of the world. But the 

new skepticism about the value of American troops in Europe proceeds from 

harsh, accurate calculation of the forces involved. Simply put: the new 

realism in the U.S. will be hard put to allow the last decade's slow decline 

in the alliance's fortunes to continue. It will demand either drastic 

strengthening or retrenchment. 
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The problems of whether to widen NATO sphere of influence beyond the borders 

of the signatory states and whether the FRG should become an arms exporter, 

are, for many in the SPD, of paramount importance and seen to be crucial to 

West Germany's defence and security policy. The current debate, which takes 

its cue from the resolutions passed at the Berlin party conference of 

December 1979, is concerned with the line to be adopted by the SPD, as well 

as by the Government. The debate on this subject will be taken an important 

stage further at the next party conference to be held this month in Munich. 

The external framework for this debate is set by the political and military 

behaviour of the two superpowers, and, most importantly, by Germany's rel

ations with the United States and her European partners. The internal frame

work for the debate is set by a protest movement, developing outside rather ----- -·---- -~ - - - ·-. - .,:,. 

than within the established parties, which looks like spreading beyond the 

environmentalist, or "green", lobby. These factors need to be taken into 

account in any analysis of the present party political battle. What is at 

stake is how, after ten years of detente, Germany generally, and her Social 

Democrat-Free Democrat coalition Government in particular, should conduct 

themselves on these crucial questions. 
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T.he SPD, which has been in government continuously since 1966, played a 
~. ·- ·--·. - - -----------~- -----~ 
major part in preparing, fashioning and implementing the policy of peace and ------detente in Central Europe during the seventies. This policy was aimed at 

tackling all causes of violent international disputes, and, particularly, at 

narrowing the gulf between North and South, supporting each country's right 

to self-determination, checking arbitrary power and developing social 

democracies wherever possible. The results of this policy can be seen in 

the network of treaties normalising Germany's relations with the East -- ---
European countries and in the Helsinki Agreement. Its personal embodiment 

was Germany's first postwar Social Democrat chancellor, Willy Brandt. 

Dyring the seventies the SPD's aims and the actions of the Government 

matched one another fairly closely. 
'---- ------- ---- The changed international environment 

since the start of the eighties has made the two increasingly hard to recon-
------------ -

cile. Towards the end of 1979, with detente fading and the power balance 

worsening, the West was faced with two serious dangers. These were the 

threat from Soviet medium-range ballistic missiles and the threat to western 

oil supplies by the increase of Soviet military bases in th_e Persian Gulf. 

The west reacted to the first danger by deciding to rearm in December 1979. 

Both threats were highlighted, in the same month, by two Soviet actions. The 

first was the rejection of the offer of negotiations linked with the NATO 

rearmament decision, and the insistence that there could be no negotiations 

without that decision being rescinded first. It was only in the course of 

1980, following Chancellor Schmidt's offer in Moscow and again later to enter 

into negotiations with the United States for limitation of the European 

medium-range missiles of both sides, that the Soviet attitude underwent a 

change. The second was, of course, the Soviet Union's armed intervention in 

Afghanistan, with the added threat the invasion posed to the Persian Gulf. 

0 
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The smouldering conflict this created between the Party and the Government 

burst into flames when, in January of this year, 24 SPD MPs called for a 

1 billion DM cut of the German defence budget in favour of increased.develop-
,.,_.,.....,__,......,..,,~ ~·- ---· --•= ~ •· ~-

ment aid. At that time the German Government was also toying with the idea _,,,. -of arms exports - submarines to Chile, tanks to Saudi Arabia. 
\_ 

/ (_, 

These arms J~ 
deals, it was argued, could yield a number of useful dividends in an increas- · 

ingly difficult economic situation. 

Th£.._SPD, on top of the __ nucl':::: ~gy_E_ontroversy at horn:, is thf confronted 

with the need for crucial foreign and defence policy decisions. But it needs ...__..__ ~-· --- - ----~ -~~--
t,p take these without curtailing the _;,F'D_.,-led _Gqye~ent 's _fl".eedorn of action 

--...._ ;e !·l. § TI _....,?: ' ~J":.~2··---,· ~~--~ +¥ _.,.,. ~ $a . .-

and while, at the same time, preserving its own credibility in the interest 

of party unity. These decisions concern the issue of rearmament; the issue 

of arms exports; and the new Reagan Administration's proposal for an extension 

of military commitments beyond NATO's existing boundaries for the protection 

of western oil supplies. 

By approving the NATO twin resolution at its December 1979 party conference, 

the SPD at once demonstrated its capacity for crisis management and underlined 

its unswerving:support for a security to which it has always subscribed, It 

stated that it was in favour of an active defence policy within the Atlantic 

Alliance, believing as it does that NATO's political and strategic unity must 

be preserved and that NATO's political solidarity and integrated defence 

structure are essential for the Alliance's political and military vigour. And 

it affirmed that it would continu~ to back the Government in putting up what------· - . -ever German defence efforts were needed to keep the NATO strategy in proper 

working order. 
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It's in this light that the SPD's support for the NATO rearmament decision 

in the field of nuclear medium-range missiles should also be seen. To quote 

from the 1979 party conference resolution: 

"Disparities in nuclear medium-range capabilities must be tackled by a com

bination of defence policy and arms control measures." 

"This means that, in order to reduce imbalances, political priority should 

be given to progress in the field of arms control, and that at the same 

time the necessary defence policy options should be laid down so that these 

can be exercised in case such progress fails to be made." 

Further: 

"Negotiations should be conducted with a view to reducing all nuclear 

weapons to a minimum, to agreeing that there must be consultation before 

new ones are produced, and to ensuring by appropriate ether means that 

the deterrent remains credible." 

From the above one can gather that arms control negotiations.is the most impor-- - .... _',,. 

tant aspect for the SPD. On the strength of this position, it won the 1980 

general election. The commitment to press for arms control talks thus becomes 

mandatory. According to Defence Minister, Hans Apel, armament and arms control 

must go hand in hand. The same point was also made in February this year, by 

Chancellor Schmidt when,· in an interview with-"Der Speigel", he spelled out the 

general line his Government has been following after Helsinki: "On the one hand, 

a firm will to maintain a military defence capability and not to fall behind; on 

the other ... an equally serious willingness for cooperation with the Soviet Union." 
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But just as it's essential for both parts of the NATO decision to be observed 

equally, if only because, on the other side of the Atlantic, President Reagan 

owes his election victory not least to repudiation of the idea of arms control 

in its existing form, so, in order to understand the position of the German 

Social Democrats, it's important to bear in mind the conditions under which 

the security policy ideas the SPD is helping to uphold can come to fruition. 

It is important to keep the following in mind: Germany's membership of, and 

dependence on, both the Atlantic Alliance and the European Community; the 

special position the divided Germany occupies between two highly-armed camps; 

the exposed position of Berlin, and the Four-Power responsibility for Germany; 

Germany's renunciation of biological and chemical warfare; her dependence on 

imported energy and raw material supplies as well as on export markets. 

Some sections of the SPD are not altogether happy about, and still question 

the validity of, the two-pronged approach which calls for NATO rearmament in 

the field of medium-range missiles on one hand while offering negotiations 

between the United States and the Soviet Union on the other. Typical of this 

attitude is the resolution passed last month by the executive committee of 

the State of Baden-Wuerttemberg. This says: 

"It is in the overriding interest of all European countries to hold arms 

control negotiations with the object of abandoning the planned rearmament, 

and at the same time reducing the SS 20 missiles already installed, if the 

danger of a nuclear war in Europe is lessened. 

"A policy aimed at military superiority, or calculated to worsen East-West 

relations in other ways, will (as far as the SPD in Baden-Wuerttemberg is 

concerned) be resolutely opposed. 
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"The basic readiness of both superpowers to negotiate must be followed by the 

immediate initiation of concrete negotiations without any preconditions. 

These could well, among other things, cover an agreed moratorium in Europe for 

the stationing of strategic weapons. 

"To question one prong_of the (NATO) decision is also to question the other. 

A policy aimed at military superiority, including the stationing of new stra

tegic weapons on German territory, is not acceptable." 

This resolution was supported by four Cabinet ministers and one to the same 

effect will probably get majority backing at this year's party conference in 

Munich, where many will be demanding to know whether the Berlin party conference 

resolution still stands or needs to be revised. Accordingly, initiation of 

immediate negotiations without preconditions, no support for a policy aimed at 

That line, urged from the grass-roots upwards, is also in keeping not only with 

declared Government policy, but also with a resolution passed by the SPD national 

executive unanimously (with two abstentions) at the end of March. This resolution 

states: "The SPD endorses the need for the two-pronged NATO approach of, on the 

one hand, not acceopting a position of weakness nor, on the other, of striving 

for superiority." 

So what has worried some sections of the SPD is not the two-pronged approach as 

such so much as the fear that disarmament will get nowhere. In particular, the 

fear is that the new American Administration might be less interested in disarma

ment negotiations than in building up military strength. Sould this prove to be 

the case, a fresh SPD majority for the whole package will be hard to mobilise. 

Basically, however, the SPD disquiet over the proposed increase in defence 
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expenditure and over the strength of the political will to give priority to arms 

control talks before riew weapons are deployed and preferably even before they are 

developed, stems from uncertainty_both-about the military logic of the planned y:-:------' - ---- - - -

new medium-r~~eaporis and abou~!h::__sl_efinition.of what constit_~t~s _a 

military balance. 

Some in the West, far from being convinced of the need for numerical balance 

with the Soviet Union in the medium-range area, think that it might, particularly 

for Europeans, be downright harmful. Though up to now there are many who con

sider a minimum of new western medium-range weapons as essential for the purpose 

of a new numerically and qualitatively limited deterrence capability. There are 

others, including many European Social Democrats, who fear that deployment of 

Pershing II and cruise-mi~s_iles on European territory might actually place the ___ __:_ ___ __:___.:-:;__ __ ...:_; ___ ~. 
American deterrent at a greater distance. 

The new medium-range weapons shorten the periods of early warning. They might, 

in the eyes of an enemy, be wrongly seen as instruments of limited regional 

nuclear warfare, even though expressly intended and stated to be merely instru-

Indeed, there could be no better 

/

i ments of an anti-war strategy of deterrence. 

illustration of the risks to maintenance of peace and security from a security 

policy aimed at maintenance and development of military deterrence capability 

than these new weapon technologies. 

Hence the SPD's insistence on arms limitation, on the establishment, in the 

military, political, economic, scientific and cultural fields, of mutual con

fidence and cooperation as integral components of any security policy worthy of 

the name. 
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A social democrat party cannot accept an accelerating, however balanced, arms 

race. It will be quite unable to justify such a proposition, or to explain why 

an unlimited expenditure on defence is necessary. The SPD cannot, in its own 

country any more than in cooperation with the countries of the Third World, 

pursue an economic policy aimed at social injustice. 

That is why social democrats have complemented the idea of military balance with 

non-military political, economic and social eonsiderations. For them, military 

security is neither more nor less important than social and economic security and 

the preservation of the democratic social order. 

The question of German arms exports and of German participation in military corn

mi tments beyond NATO's existing boundaries must be seen in the context of the 

overall concept of German foreign policy. Having learned from the painful lessons 

of history, Germany relies on economic rather than military instruments. 

Germany's increased economic as well as political weight cannot, therefore, end 

in a bee-line quest for something approaching great power status, nor are increas

ing military commitments and growing arms exports a proper response to the 

demand that she should bear her fair share of the white man's burden. When theQ 

authors of a report on the "Security of the West", published (b~n-·-\ / 

-"-- ---academic institutes earlier this year, conclude that the good 01a-claysof the 

"Atlantic system", in which Europeans were content to shelter under the all

powerful American umbrella, are over, few German Social Democrats disagreed. 

The only question is what new system should replace it. 

For Germany, participating in a military_ defence of_J;rie Middle East oil resources -------- . -- -- -- --- - -
would represent a fundamental change in her postwar _his_t_ory and a breach of her 
,:;:-----------·- - -- - -- ------ ~ - - --- -· - .. - ·---'>. 

existing consitution, according to which (under Article 87 (a)), "German armed 

forces may be employed for national defence only." Using this article as a basis 
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I 
a German Foreign Office statement last December commented as follows: 

"German defence personnel may accordingly, except for transport and similar 

auxiliary purposes, participate in an international fighting force only if 

its object is to avert a situation which also consititutes an attack contrary 

to international law on Germany herself. Although an interruption of oil sup-

plies from the Persian Gulf would cause economic difficulties, it nevertheless 

would not represent an attack on Germany which would give her an individual 

right to self-defence. For German defence personnel to participate in an 

, international fighting force in the Persian Gulf would, therefore, on consti

tutional grounds, not be justified at present." 

At present, there are no signs of the German Government adopting a different pos

ition or, for that matter, of being able to do so. Matters w~~h regard to arms 

exports are, however, rather different. Although the German Government, bowing 
----·---- - - . - --------

before the SPD parliamentary pressure, has gone back on its earlier decision to 

supply two submarines to Chile, it has yet to make up its mind concerning exports 

of tanks to Saudi Arabia. Such exports would be vehemently opposed not only by 

large sections of the SPD, but also by the German Trade Union Congress, which only 

recently has come out in favour of the present curbs on.German arms exports being 

maintained. 

Arms exports are, for the SPD, a question of its political credibility. In the 

interest of political, economic and social reform both at home a,1d abroad, its 

manifestos and policy statements have always proclaimed a concern for peace, 

appealing not only to the younger, more open-minded and opinion-forming sections 

of the German electorate, but also t_o all those who, within a peaceful framework 

and without involvement in the East-West. conflict, are striving for independence 

and economic progress in the Third World. For the SPD's political credibility 

it is therefore of .vital importance to maintain.this position in more senses than 
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one. If, at a time when its two major political rivals, the Christian Democrats 

and the FDP, are stealing some of its own clothes in this field, and the SPD 

were to waver on the arms dealing issue, it would mean the SPD was being untrue 

to itself. It could even mean that the SPD is in grave danger of committing 

electoral suicide. 

But, over and above the matter of political credibility, there is also the 

question of whether the external benefits of arms exports might not be outweighed 

by their costs to all concerned. If one is to conduct any politically unbiased 

examination of all the factors involved, the short-term economic advantages to 

the industrialised countries resulting from arms exports, including the export 

of sensitive nuclear fuels, equipment and technology, must surely be seen to be 

more than offset by the threat which militarisation of the Third World will bring. --------------------------~ 
With all the sacrifices of political autonomy and civil progress that such a 

step would ential, the result would pose a danger to their economic, as well as 

to their security interests, in the longer run. One does not want at this stage 

to develop all the pros and cons for the export of arms, particularly as employ

ment which is positively affected by production of arms, is very close to the 

SPD's hearts. 

However, contrary to what is claimed by the arms manufacturers, arms exports play 

an altogether negligible part in their own costings. Given the time of anything 

between ten and fifteen years it nowadays takes for sophisticated weapon systems to be 

developed, .manufacturers must make their calculations long before they can expect 

to book any export orders. Research and development forms an ever increasing pro

portion of total costs, and the number of people employed on it is not related to 

the number of units produced. Except in France, which produces more arms for 

export than for her own requirements, both the number of jobs generated and the 
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overall cost savings achieved by arms exports are relatively small, all the 

more so because export orders come sporadically. Moreover, rather than taking 

up any existing slack, arms orders are used as a springboard for capacity 

enlargements which, after the completion of the orders have been worked off, 

are used as an argument for increased defence spending and further exports. 

A vicious circle develops. If some of us are opposed to arms exports, therefore, 

it is because, far from solving the unemployemnt problem, the export of arms 

ends up by making it worse. 
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1. The Main Conflict-Lines 

West German attitudes toward; the Alliance is presently 

characterised by two main conflict-lines: 

a) There is a strong controversy on central issues of the 

Alliance among the left wing of the SPD and PDP on the 

one side and the majorities of these two parties and the 

CDU/CSU opposition 0n the other side. But behind the~e main 

conflict-lines there exists a second more sophisticated 

one between the majority of SPD and FDP, that means the 

government, and the opposition. Sometimes it looks as if 

this conflict line results only from the governmental 

attempt to reconcile its left-wing groups. But sometimes 

the intense conflict between the far left and the rest 

overshadows the fact that there is also a fundamental 

difference in the approach of the government and the 

opposition. 

b) There is a broad consensus among the electorate as to the 

membership of the Federal Republic of Germany in the 

Alliance; but if it comes to more sophisticated questions 

there is indeed a remarkable gap between the CDU/CSU 

vote and the SPD vote and between younger parts of the 

electorate and the rest. 

- 2 -
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Political action groups, private organisations and the media 

are grouped around theac, conflict lines, but do not substantit(ially 

add ne1·1 points of view. 

2. The dispute on NATO issues 

With a very few exeptions, the German membership in NATO 

is not questioned. At party conventions of the Young Socialists, 

for example, some delegates always criticize NATO as an 

instrument of conserving capitalism~)Even if it can be argued 

that there is a latent majority against the Alliance among the 

Young Socialist' delegates, up to now no resolution to leave 

the Alliance has passed a national meeting of the Young 

Socialists. This position is officially only shared by different 

communist groups, but the influence of these groups is 

negligible. 2l 

The issue is not the membership in the Alliance. The 

issues are concrete political questions: The defence budget, 

nuclear armament, the NATO re-armament decision of December 1979 

and the neutron-bomb are the most often disputed issues. 

A few examples may describe these positions: 

In January 1981 a group of SPD-members of parliament 

requested a reduction of the defence budget by 1 billion DM 

in favour of foreign economic aid.3)This, of course, was 

a hopeless minority in the German parliament. But in 1980 

the Federal Republic of Germany had already failed the 

goal to increase the defence budget by 3% in real terms· 

as the NATO summit of May 1977 had agreed ~)And in 1981 the 
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Federal Republic will fail again. This happens at a time 

when the Minister of Defence has to admit that his budget 

is too small to realize the long term modernization 

program of the German Bundeswehr. The introduction of 

important weapon systems such as anti-aircraft and anti-tank 

missles was postponed.5 >Nevertheless, a member of the lert 

wing SPD parliamentariens called the 3% increase "just mad" .6 l 

The NATO decision of December 1979 was heavily disputed at the 

previous SPD party convEntion on Decen~er 3, 1979 in Berlin. At 

that time Chancellor Schmidt gained a broad majority by proposing 

the ''dual decision'': The re-armament decision was linked to a 

new arms control proposal: First to negotiate with the 

Russians on the reduction of LRTNF and the Pershing II and 

the Cruise f-,issile should be deployed only if these _ negotiations 

should fail. 7) 

The linkage was accepted by the NATO council. But in the 

meantime it became obvious that there is a fundamental 

difference in the understanding of this decision. The United 

States, and in the Federal Republic of Germany the opposition, 

understand this as a dual decision that means: the production 

and later the deployment of the new weapons is one thing, 

the negotiation with the Russians whatever the outcome may be 

is a second and different subject. But the left understands 

this decision in a much more coupled way. First it has to 

be prooven that the negotiations with the USSR have failed. 

Th ld b 1 ' t . S)H e new weapons shou e deployed on yin his case. ere 
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it 1s im~ortant that no precise criteria is given to 

determine failure and success in such negotiations. On 
9) 

this basis the Breshnev proposal of a "freeze" with 

regard to longterm theatre nuclear weapons was regarded 

by leading SPD politicians, for example party leader Brandt, as 

. . 
1 

10) 
an encouraging s1gna_. In other words: By agreeing in Berlin 

the left has hoped that minor consessions of the Soviet Union 

would be adequate to cancel the deployment of the new 

weapons. 

This became obvious when the spokesman on Foreign Policy 

of the parliamentary SPD, Carsten Voigt, proposed 

· the idea that the NATO decision has to be renounced because 

it was based on the assumption that SALT II would be 
11 ) 

ratified. Even if it is difficult to understand why and 

how the non-ratification of the SALT agreement may have 

balanced the unbalanced TNF ~atio in Europe, this 

arguement does not express strategic thinking but has 

to be regarded as another approach to eliminate serious 

defence efforts. 

This was the background when Minister Genscher visited 

Washington in March 1981 and pressed the new administration 
. 1 2) 

to start negotiations with the Soviet Union. rhis is 

primarily for domestic policy purposes. But the risks of 

such negotiations are obvious: As long as these negotiations 

are in progress and as long as the smallest hope exists 

that the negotiations would come to any result, there will 

be a mobilisation of forces against the deployment of the 

new LRTNF. 
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It is difficult to believe that Schmidt and Genscher 

do not see this risk, but their domestic position is to 

weak and they have to play politics. This, of course, 

increases the likelihood of conflicts inside the Alliance. 

When the German Minister of Defence, Hans Apel, strongly 

pointed out at the Wehrkunde meeting in Munich on February 21st. 

that one approach to regain equilibrium in Europe is arms 

control negotiations, he was heavily attacked by several 

members of the American delegation who made tt very clear that 

there is no alternative to rearmamenf .
3
>Domestically, the 

conflict-line here is between government and opposition. Nobody 

knows if the government really believes in arms control, but 

they are making this point public. And this approach is in 

accordance with the whole pursuit of Ostpolitik since the 

early seventies. The opposition, on the other side, does not 

mind negotiations, but stror,;ly believes that a military 

balance has to be achieved by military efforts first. 

Nuclear armament in general and the enhanced radiation 

weapon in particular are two more issues to demonstrate the 

case. During the micH'ifties the SPD was actively engaged in 

the anti nuclear movemenff)As in other domestic issues, the 

left wing of the party did not really accept the shift of 

policy in 1959.lS) The peace research movement of the late 

sixties and the early seventies goes back to these .old roots.
16

) 

The general anti-nuclear attitude was mobilized during 
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the debate on the neutron bomb. The secretary general of the 

SPD at that time, Egon Bahr, spoke of a perversion of human 

thinking17 l because this weapon kills men and does not destroy 

homes (has there ever been a weapon that does not kill men?) 

The meaning of this weapon for the defence of Europe was not 

discussed in these circles. It was just an ideological p6sition. 

This spring an attempt was made to mobilize antinuclear 

feelings again when a left-wing magazin, the "STERN" 18 ) 

and quite '.l. few other minor leftist or communist papers 

published a map that showed the deployment of nuclear 

weapons in the Federal Republic of Germany. When the new 

administration in Washington hinted that the deployment 

of the neutron bomb might be useful for the defence of 

Europe, the German government pressured the US administration, 

not by arguing against the military use, the strategic 

functions or other aspects of these weapons, but by makin15 

the argument that such a discussion would make it even more 

difficult to realize the NATO decision of December 1979. 191 

The background of all theSc unstab:lc positions is the. fact that 

on crucial defence issues the government has only a majority 

in parliament if it gains the support of the opposition. 

After October 5, 1980, the last general election, more 

than 60 SPD members of parliament formed the so-called 

"Parliamentary Left 11
•
20 l They find additional support on 

crucial issues among SPD and also FDP MP's. This means that 

this group is in the position of a veto-group, because the 
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overall majority of SPD/FDP over CDU/CSU counts only 44 

seats. From this power position the left has transforme~ 

to a certain degree, the conflict line between themselves 

and the government into a conflict line between government 

and opposition. And it may soon become a conflict line 

between the American administration and the German 

government. 

3. Public consensus on the Alliance 

In contrast to these disputes, a broad consensus on the 

principles of the Alliance characterize the electorate. 

A few figures may demonstrate this fact. In fall 1980 

the followung questions were presented to a representative 

sample 21 l : 

Shall we belong to an unchanged NATO or should 

we try to gain a more loosened or a more solid 

NATO or do you think we should leave NATO? 

Total CDU/CSU SPD FDP Youth 
Vote Vote Vote (up to 

% % % % % 
24 years) 

unchanged NATO ~~ 91 
8} 83J 78}ss :~}8s 7 more solid ·NATO 1 

97 8 91 
10 

more loosened NATO 4 1 3 8 7~ leaving NATO 1 1 2 2 2 6 

Between 85% (young people) and 97% (CDU/CSU vote) prefer an 

unchanged or more solid Alliance. This is indeed a clearcut 

majority. 
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The same result. is achieved by a different question: What is 

better for the security of the Federal Republic of Germany: 

close military connections with our Allies in Europe and the 

USA or should we rather ·rely on ourselves? 

Connection with 
the Allies 

Rely on ourself 

Total 

84 

13 

CDU/CSU 
Vote 

% 

86 

12 

SPD 
.Vote 

% 

85 

13 

PDP 
Vote 

% 

78 

18 

Youth 

% 

87 

10 

This time no relevant differences exists between the respective 

segments of the electorate. The answer is too obvious. 

The opinion on the function of American troops in Europe 

for the security of the Federal Republic of Germany is a bit-

more controversial. 

American troops Total CDU/CSU SPD PDP Youth 
Vote Vote Vote are 

% % % % % 

in dis pens able 
33} 411 29} 301 261 

important 48 81 46J 87 49 78 54J 84 46J 72 
of minor 11 8 13 8 18 
importance 

unimportant 3 2 3 5 4 
harmful 2 1 2 2 2 

Here again the support for the American troops is highest and 

strongest among the CDU/CSU vote and lowest and most reluctant 

among the youth vote. But in general the insight that the 

American troops are important for the security of the Federal 

Republic wavers between 72% and 87%. 
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The question on the problem of withdrawal of American troops 

from Europe shows nearly the same result: 

in favour of 
Hithdrawal 

against 
withdrawal 

Total 

% 

15 

82 

CDU/CSU 
Vote 

10 

89 

SPD 
Vote 

% 

17 

80 

FDP 
Vote 

% 

14 

81 

Youth 

% 

23 

73 

Even if the support of the American troops in Europe is high it 

has to be noticed that about or:e fifth of the SPD vote and· the 

youth are in favour of a withdrawal. This can be regarded as 

a critiGal minority. 

This becomes obvious if the question is asked as to ·whether the 

Federal Republic should make financial contributions to avoid 

a withdrawal of the American troops: 

Total CDU/CSU SPD FDP Youth 
Vote Vote Vote 

% % % % % 

yes, some contri- "} '1 55} "} "} but ion 72 76 67 71 66 
yes, a great 13 14 12 8 10 
contribution 

no, no contri- 28 24 33 30 34 
but ion 

If the presence of American troops has to be payed for the 

support is Etill high but significantly lower than before. The 

critical minority has the strength of one third. And even 

among the CDU/CSU vote, opposition to financial contributions 

climbs up to a quarter. If theS= people, who are not willing 

to pay for the American presence are asked how to garantee 
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security, neutrality ij the answer most frequently 

given. 

One of the main variables that explains the differences 

bet·,;een the respective groups of the electorate and which 

is important to understand other results, too, is the 

perception of the Soviet threat: 

perception Total CDU/CSU SPD FDP Youth 
Vote Vote Vote of Soviet % " % % % threat as 

,, 
C 

very great 
1~} 2} 3}39 

11 
2;}32 great 36 4 8 44 64 32J 39 

not so great 
3~} 27J 41 4~} 1 

10 48 8 35 60 12 59 53t6 
not serious 13 10 3 

Only half of the German electorate perceives a great or 

very great Soviet threat. If one also includes those who 

perceive a ''not so great a threat", the threat perception 

r.limbs u~ to abou~ 86%, which is comparable to the support 

of the Alliance in general. This implies that already the 

perception of a limited Soviet threat is regarded as a 

sufficient argument for the Alliance. But it is a different 

question if it is enough for the support of effective 

defence efforts. 

The differences between the segments of the electorate are 

more significant with respect to this variable. Among the 

CDU/CSU vote, the percentage of a perceived great or very great 

threat increases to 64% and nearly doubles the figures 

among the youth and among the SPD and FDP vote. Here it 

becomes obvious that the perception of the Soviet threat 
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is ~n important conflict line in the German electorate. 

The general support for the Alliance is one thing, defence 

spending another. The evaluation of the German defence 

budget leads to the following results. 

defence Total CDU/CSU SPD FDP Youth 
spending Vote Vote Vote 
is "' /o % % " /o % 

much too much 

1 ~}22 1~}11 
51 91 

2}32 too much 19J24 21J 30 
sufficient 58 56 63 55 54 
too little 15

111 
2

~}26 
1
~}11 

13
113 10}11 

much too little 2J -_1 1 

The majority of all segments of the German electorate 

believes that the present spending on defence is sufficient. 

A slight majority of those who want a change prefer a 

reduction. Here it is important that the youth and the FDP 

vote is most in favour of a reducti6n of the defence 

budget. 

If this attitude is further analysed, it becomes obvious. 

that the perception of the Soviet threat is of great 

importance. 

defence spending Perception of the Soviet threat 

is very great great not great not serious 

6}1s 
-, 

6
}2s 

much too much 
113 

1
~40 too much 12 10 22 27 

sufficient 40 61 64 52 
too little 

30} 
2

~} 23 
61 6l 

8 38 1] 7 8 much too little 2) 
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Obviously among those who perceive a very great thre:,.'c for 

the demand and increase in the defence budget is significantly 

higher than the demand for a reduction. And the core of 

the request for reduction is located among those who do not 

realize a serious Soviet threat. 

A different question leads to the same result. With respect 

to the relation between the national security of the 

Federal Republic and the defence budget, three opinions were. 

offered: 

1. I believe that 
the international 
situation is 
dangerous, there
fore we should 
spend more on 
defence 

2. We h;:,..re to spend 

Total 

% 

20 

per capita as ~uch 
61 as the other 

countries in East 
and \vest 

3. In the present 
situation .,re may 
reduce the 
defence budget 

17 

CDU/CSU 
Vote 

% 

27 

62 

9 

SPD 
Vote 

% 

15 

63 

20 

FDP 
Vote 

% 

13 

64 

23 

Youth 

16 

53 

28 

Two comments have to be made. Firstly: The critical minority 

among the SPD, FDP and youth vote wavers between 20 and 28%. 

Secondly: The second statement, to spend per capita as much 

as other countries, obviously was answered on the assumption 

that the Federal Republic of Germany does so. Given the fact 
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that the US, France, and Great Britain on the one side 

and the Soviet Union on the other side spend per capita 

significantJ.y more than the Federal Republic of Germany 

was obviously unknown. It can be easily predicted that 

if the US request a spending comparable to their own these 

figures will change soon. 

These attitudes towards the Alliance have to be complemented 

by some figures on the trust in the Alliance. Which Alliance 

is superior, the NATO or the Warsaw Pact? 

Total CDU/CSU SPD FDP Youth 
Vote Vote Vote 

% % % % "' ,, 

NATO 15 16 15 11 18 
Warsaw Pact 39 42 39 47 35 
equal 43 40 44 40 44 

Those who believe.that the Warsaw Pact is superior is twice 

as high as those who believe in the superiority of the West. 

The differences between the segments of the electorate are 

irrelevant, and the comparison between American and Soviet 

strength leads nearly to the same result: 

Total CDU/CSU SPD FDP Youth 
Vote Vote Vote 

% % % % % 

equal 54 53 56 49 57 
us stronger 11 10 11 5 11 
us weaker 32 35 29 46 28 

It is interesting to note that the percentage of those who 

believe that both sides are equal is about 10 points higher 
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if only the US and the USSR are compared instead o:f a 

comparison between NATO and the Warsaw Pact. Equality and 

NATO superiority is perceived by only 48% but equality and 

US superiority by 65%. Does this mean that people perceive 

the contribution of the Western European countries as 

smaller than the contribution of the East European countries 

in the Warsaw Pact? 

Finally, does the German electorate believe that in case 

of aggression, NA~O, including the Bundeswehr, would be 

strong enough to protect us effectively or would the Russians 

overrun us? 

Total CDU/CSU SPD PDP Youth 
Vote Vote Vote 

% % % % % 

strong enough 51 50 53 41 55 
USSR would 44 47 43 55 39 
overrun 

Only half of the electorate with minor differences among the 

segments of the electorate believe that NATO is strong enough 

to protect its territory. If this result is compared to the 

perception of the Soviet threat it becomes obvious that mainly 

those who do not perceive a serious threat believe in the 

strength o:f NATO: 

Perception of Soviet threat 

Strength 
very great great not great not serious of NATO 

strong enough 36 47 59 57 

USSR would 
59 50 38 42 overrun 
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4 The Inconsiste.ncy of the German Attitude and the 

Forthcoming Conflict in the Alliance. 

In the first analysis this appears to be a perfect example 

for inconsistent public opinion. People have serious doubts 

whether the Alliance can protect them. They realize the 
s,--·-·· 

'\superiority of the-~th~;·-side~--;;-:hey also
1 

give overwhelming 

support to the Alliance in general - as long as they do 

\• ~ot have to pay more. But public opinion only reflects 

politics. If this trend is inconsistant,the likelihood 

is high tbat the politics of the last decade was 

inconsistent. People were told that they can have detente 

with the Soviets, therefore why spend more for defence. 

The only problem is that the Soviet Union, obviously, 

did not believe in this theory. They have spent more, 

they came close to a dangereous superiority, they invaded 

Afghanistan and - wich the help of Mr. Kl1omeini and 

the American hostages - got Ronald Reagan elected President 

of the United States on a broad consensus,such that great 

efforts have to be undertaken to re-establish at least 

an international equilibrium. 22 ) This new administration now 

is speaking out on the facts of international politics. 

They also have taken action, increased their defence 

budget tremendously and again are willing to accept 

world-wide responsibility. Their language towards the European 

allies is till very polite and soft, consultation is the 

word used most often. But how long will they accept 
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what they understand as an unfair burden sharing. Senator 

Tower was quite outspoken at the Wehrkunde meeting in 

Munich on February 22nd. The er.airman of the Senate Armed 

Services Committee has pointed out: "If by the shortcomings 

of our European Allies a situation should occur in Europe 

where the risk for the security of our forces becomes 

unbearable, American public opinion will force the with

drawal of our troops. This would be a tragedy for the 

Free World". 2 3 ) 

There exists in the Federal Republic of Germany a broad 

consensus for the Alliance. Even though the readiness 

to accept higher defence efforts is low, political leadership 

seems to have the opportunity to create also a new consensus 

for a higher defence budget. But up to no1v the government has 

made no efforts to fight for such a goal - which easily can 

be explainid by the veto power position of the far left 

in this government. Europe is regarded as an island of 
24) · 

detente in a troubled international world. Row long will 

the American people accept this policy? On the other hand 

the Soviet Union tries and will try even more to offer 

more detente in Europe with the only strategic aim to 
25), 

decouple Europe from the United States. lhe longer the 

present government is reluctant to follow the new America) 

leadership, the more difficult it will be to get public j 
support for stronger defence efforts and for courageous 

support for the new American policy. The Federal Republic 

of Germany is confronted with the oer{od of tur~oil. 
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It is worthwhile to remember how strong Konrad Adenauer 

had to fight in the early fifties to lead Germany into 

the Alliance. 26 ) This fight will be repeated under more 

difficult conditions. The critical minorities among the 

youth and electorate of the governmental parties may play an 

important role in this fight. This fight is the price 

for 10 years of illusion of detente and will, of course, 

lead to a really troubled Alliance. 



Footnotes 

1) "The NATO, this is for thel7' ( the Young Socialists), the West, 

capitalism, the military securance of the system they so 

despise. [·. ·] Their fight is against the 'medium ranged 

rockets, neutron bombs and NATO in general'." (Commentary of 

the Rheinischer Merkur on June 6, 1980 with respect to the 

Federal Congress of the Young Socialists.) 

2) ''The national interest of the Federal Republic requires that 

our country dissolves the unilateral ties to USA-imperialism 

and imperialistic bloc organizations. The DKP opposes the 

surrender of souvereign rights to NATO and the European 

Community. The DKP supports full national independence.'' 

(Program of th~ German Communist ~arty (DKP) of October 1978, 

p. 56) 

J) "It became known on the weekend that 24 SPD-members of Parlia

ment, led by MP SchHfberger of Munich, issued.a bill to cut 

down defense spending in FY 1981 by 1 billion - the defense 

budget is before the parliament this week - and spend this 

money for underdeveloped countries." (Frankfurter Allgemeine 

Zeitung, January 26, 1981) 

4) "\vith an inflation rate of 4.1% in 1979 the promise of a net 

growth of J¾ in defense spending was not fulfilled." 

see: was Bonn der NATO schuldig bleibt. Zur Erfiillung des 

Drei-Prozent Versprechens ware eine einschneidende politische 

Kursanderung notwendig. 

November 18, 1980. ) 

(Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung, 
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5) At a conference between Hans Apel and his ministerial 

secretaries, leading officers, and officials of the Bundes

wehr in the Department of Defense on March 4-6, 1981. 

Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung on March 7, 1981: "In the 

Army, parts of the anti-tank missiles 'Milan' were cancelled. 

Different operational systems of the Army can be ordered 

only at a later date. The Navy and the Air Force must do 

without the missile system 'Roland', with which they wanted 

to defend their bases against air attacks, The Air Force 

must also do without the improved air-to-air missile 'Hawk'. 

The engagement of the new air-to-air missiles 'Patriot' will 

be delayed for two years and the introduction of the guided 

missile 'Maeverick' as replacement for the 'Tornado' will 

he delayed for as long as four years". 

6) "Immediate stop of the stupid J% increase of the defence 

budget, which the Chancellor ordered himself and which does 

not contribute to defence capabilities; instead the ~eduction 

of the armaments budget for 1981 by 1 billion to the advantage 

of immediate aid for the JO poorest countries of the world, 

including for example Uganda." (Karl-Heinz Hansen in an appell 

"Revote the 'armaments decision'!", published in the magazin 

"Konkret", No. 2/1981, P• 12). 

7) "Schmidt's voting success made him the unquestioned victor 

of Berlin. [•. •] With their Berlin decision for new medium 

ranged missiles, the delegates assumed that the US Senate 

would ratify in the next six months the SALT-II-treaty on 

the limitation of intercontinental ballistic missiles; - that 

the Americans would resume arms negotations with the Russians 

immediately after the NATO decision for the production and 

deployment of new medium ranged missiles; - that these dis

armament negotfations would be conducted speedily and with the 

serious intention of cancelling the deployment of new medium 

ranged missiles if the Soviets make corresponding concessions." 

( "Der Spiegel", No. 50, December 10, 1979, p. 20). 
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8) "' ••• fundamental differences exist between the balance of 

power conception of the SPD, which credit arms control 

negotiations with political priority and statements made 

so far by the new American government. Washington's willing

ness to negotiate anew does not signal a turn towards the 

political priority of arms control •••. so far the new 

US-Administration seems to be inclined to a narrowing of the 

security debate to military matters.' Voigt supported the 

efforts of the federal government to influence Washington's 

politics according to social-democratic detente policy, 

even though the outcome would be a compromise not completely 

congruent with social-democratic goals." (Frankfurter 

Allgemeine Zeitung, February 21, 1981) 

9) ''He (Breshnev) asked the United States to enter immediate 

negotiations on weapon systems of all kinds and the possi

bility of their limitation and demanded a moratorium on 

deployment of medium-range nuclear missiles in Centraleurope." 

(Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung, February 24, 1981) 

10)"'Security is only possible on the basis of the NATO-alliance 

and its decisions'.To this sentence the party board added 

the request for immediate negotiations. 'Security demands 

arrangements between East and West •••• The SPD welcomes the 

proposal made by General Secretary Breshnev a while ago, but 

this proposal has to be changed and supplemented'." (Frank

furter Allgemeine Zeitung, March 28, 1981) 



11) "Carsten Voigt, MP of the SPD and speaker of his par"i:y in 

the foreign relations committee of the Bundestag, required 

a new discussion on the dual decision. After the assumption, 

that the US would ratify the SALT-II-Treaty, was proven wrong, 

the decision to station new American medium ranged missiles 

would have to be reconsidered. Since the SPD supported the 

dual decision at their Berlin Convention in December 1979 

because they counted in the ratification of the SALT-II-Treaty. 

The goals and priorities of the SPD conception no longer had 

much of a chance. The consequences would have to be recon

sidered.'' (Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung, January 8, 1980). 

12) II the Washington visitor considered it as a personal success, 

that he convinced the Americans, to concede to the idea of 

disarmament negotiations - in accordance with the second part 

of the NATO dual resolution". ("Der Spiegel", No. 12, Harch 16, 

1981) • 

''·•• that the German Foreign Minister so emphatically supported 

the fulfillment of the Soviet wish for a summit meeting''. 

("Die Welt", March 12, 1981). 

13) Werner Kaltefleiter, Reagan awakens Europe; in: Kieler Nach

richten, February 24, 1981. 

14) Susanne Miller, The SPD Before and After Godesberg. Short 

History of the SPD, Band 2, Bonn 1979, compare pp. 31 ff. 

"For their campaign 'Fight Atomic Death',started in 1959, 

and with the goal of creating a zone free of atomic weapons 

in Europe, the SPD won the support of well-known authors, 

scientists and theologians.''(p. 33). (After the ratification 

of the Paris treaties, signatures were gathered for a "German 

:Manifest" which was formed at a demonstration in the Pauls

kirche on February 29, 1955.) 
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15) see: Peter Arend, i./i<., innerparteiliche Entwicklung der SPD 

1966-1975, Bonn 1975, pp. 97. 

"From the point of view of the party leadership defense and 

alliance policy is the basis e.g. the other side of the coin 

;,f detente and a policy for peace.[ ••• ] Parts of the intra

party opposition, however, deny the necessity of an expensive 

military preparedness - more so under the motto ~f worldwide 

detente efforts. This part [of the SPD] assesses the inclusion 

of the Federal Republic into NATO and the presence of American 

troops in Western Europe not as a safeguard for an existance 

in freedom but[•.•] as a permanent threat for socialist strate

gies of transformation in Western Europe. (p. 97) 

16) see: Dieter Senghaas, Abschreckung und Frieden'. Studien zur 

Kritik organisierter Friedlosigkeit, Frankfurt a.M. 1969; 

see also Dieter Senghaas and Johan Galtung, Kann Europa ab

rlisten? Friedenspolitische Optionen fur die siebziger Jahre, 

Munchen 197J. 

17) ''The neutron bomb is a aymbol for the perversion of 

hc1mar, thinking." (Egon Bahr in: "Die Welt", July·18, 1977) 

18) in: Stern, No. 9, February 12, 1981, p. JJ-J4. 

19) "The German Foreign Minister mentioned the difficulties 

European allies could run into while trying to accomplish 

the dual decision of NATO should they have to cope with an 

additional unwelcome debate on the neutron weapon. 

Weinberger's reaction to this was termed 'satisfying' by 

participants." ( Die Welt, March 12, 1981.) 
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20) " about 50 }iPs in the new parliamentary left, still in 

the process of gathering (thi& does not automatically mean 

50 potential votes opposing government politics)." (Frank

furter Allgemeine Zeitung, October 27, 1980) 

"••• this parliamentary left consists of 50-70 MPs according 

to the respective issue." 

January 28, 1981) 

(Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung, 

21) The study ("Meinungsbild zur wehrpolitischen Lage") was done 

by the EMNID-Institute; they had 1947 respondents. 
'-

22) see: Robert L, Pfaltzgraff, United States Foreign Policy 

2 3) 

In A Reagan Administration. Southern African Forum - Position 

Paper, Vol. 4, 1981, No. 2; January 16, 1981 • 

• Senator Tower cited in: Werner Kaltefleiter, Reagan awakens 

Europe, "Kieler Nachrichten", February 24, 1981. 

24) "According to the Chancellor's opinion it is one of the aims 

of German-French cooperation to achieve 'elements for a common 

policy of the west' •••• France and the Federal Republic tried 

to inquire possible options for the lessening of international 

tensions," (Frankfurter Allgerneine Zei tung, February 6, 1980, 

immediately after the Schmidt-Giscard d'Estaing summit in Paris 

February 3-5, 1980) 

25) see: Richard Pipes, Detente: Moscow's View. in: Richard Pipes, ~d., 

Soviet Strategy In Europe, New York 1976 (1978 2 ), p. 28 ff. 

see also: Gerhard Wettig, Einvernehmen Uber eurostrategische 

Rustung? in: Aufienpolitik, Zeitschrift flir internationale 

Fragen, Vol. 31, No. 4, 1980, p. 348 f. 

26) see: Konrad Adenauer, Erinnerungen 1945 - 1953. Stuttgart 1965, 

p. 341 f. and Konrad Adenauer, Erinnerungen 1953 - 1955. 

Stuttgart 1966. 
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The problems of stockpiling credible weapons against a putative war 

at an indeterminate date have multiplied extraordinarily since the 

Second World War. And the United Kingdom is no different from the 

rest of the leading members of the Atlantic Alliance in feeling the strain 

of having to run what it regards as a minimum defence establishment on 

a Budget which barely covers three-quarters of those minimum needs. 

There is nothing novel about that. In a democracy in peacetime there will 

never be enough money available to meet the defensive criteria laid down 

by those responsible for its security. This is in marked contrast to the 

capability of a closed society, where political morality does not inhibit, 

nor public opinion moderate, whatever military po! icies its leaders may 

wish to pursue. 

There is never a good time in peacetime to start stepping up your defence 

effort; and there is no doubt that the United Kingdom, whose defence 

spending has been cut back so enormously over the past few years, is 

finding this as bad a time as ever in the past. The escalating real cost 

of modern weapons makes for major difficulties, of course, with generations 

of equipment becoming obsolete and needing replacement even before they 

have ever been used (or, rather, perfectly performing their role of preventing 

war for the few pre-obsolescence years while they are credible). 

But a world recession al~q_makes it a bad time for us, not least because 

of the peculiar vulnerability of a trading and exporting nation to this 

general misfortune. And a third problem for us is .. the poor shape and 

performance of the UK economy itself, upon which the burden of the 

unproductive sector is already enormous, and for whom increasing defence 

expenditure can be most easily tolerated only in those spheres which can 

be commercially justified and exploited. 
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The claim, though true, that the United Kingdom spends as high a 

proportion of her GNP on de!':1:Ee__as the United States, and a higher one 

than any of her European allies - it is one-seventh of all Government -
c._·- ----~ 
spending in this country - loses some of its lustre with the consideration 

that our productivity is so much less than most of theirs. But the burden 

is greater than the corre spending return. 

Although the word is taboo, a review of our defence structure is taking 

place once again. The governing factors here, as I have indicated, are 

the escalating costs of equipment (perhaps the central difficulty); the 

growing gap between what we need to be able to do and what we can afford 

to do; and thirdly, the appreciation that the threat to the West is now -------------
politically, geographically and economically far wider than the ori_g:in21l 

confines of NA TO . 

The present dispensation at the Defence Ministry is once again tackling 

the task of providing enough with too little. The annual 3 per cent real 

in ere a se in expenditure to whJ.&h...tbe (ie>~nment Ls_r__g_sJ?lVftd (!as.LY.ear 

S,_per cent was achiev~)JVill not cope with the needs that the new 

technologies have created - although the hope remains that, if Britain's 

economy strengthens, relatively or otherwise, this 3 per cent will prove 

dynamic. Mr. John Nott, the Secretary of State for Defence, remains one 

of those in the Cabinet most committed to making national ends meet; but 
~ - -· -

he has also pronQunc_ed himself strongly against cutting out any of the ----- - ' . . -·----- ----- . - --- . - - - -
defence sectors to which we at present subscribe as NATO partners. That 

is to say, HMG is sticking to its ind_§p§pdent nu clear role, prepared to 
. 

pay for t~ew_TRIDENT_missit~12rogr_amme; to its Continental deployment 

with BAOR (at present 900 Chieftain tanks, 2 Buccaneer and 5 Jaguar 

squadrons, and 55,000 troops); and to its Atlantic naval role, guarding the ~--
sea lanes which would enable US reinforcements to reach Europe if war 

were to break loose here. Nor are there plcins_foi:_d_t:!_pletinc;i, ___ our home ,. 

defence force~,_ on land, at sea or in the air. 
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In the past, our four main defence activities (BAOR, our nuclear deterrent, 

our Atlantic role, and home defence) have all suffered from contraction as 

savings have been forced upon us. Euphemisms have abounded as capability 

has deteriorated: "slimming", "trimming", "cutting the tail", "rationalisation", 

"losing fat", "cutting out waste" - what has resulted every time is loss of 

efficiency through inadequate funds. When even fuel for manoeuvres is cut 

back, and bullets and shells for target practice are limited, morale slips as well. 

Today in the Defence Ministry, the watchword is no longer cuts, least of all 

across-the-board variety. Support for NATO remains the kernel of our 

Defence policy: and it is not supposed that any reduction of our effort in any 

of our key contributions to NATO would be anything but highly damaging to our 

safety - even though the offset agreement with West Germany has ended and our 

deployment there cost nearly £700 million a year. 

I do not suppose that our commitment to NATO - I speak for the Conservative 

Party - is in any doubt. But, certainly, HMG' s conviction is as great as 

Bonn's that no defensive arrangements or developments should be contemplated 

on this side of the Atlantic that could lead to the weakening of America's 

commitment to the defence of Western Europe. For evidence of that conviction, -----------------.... -·•·-
I merely cite our immediate acceptance of Cruise and Pershing missiles in 

these islands - and our equal, if slightly unconsidered, readiness to support ----~---
the joint Rapid Deployment Force proposed by President Reagan. 

On "Weekend World", talking to Brian Waldron last month, John Nott spoke of 

"building up the front line capability of our forces in a more efficient and 

effective way". Pressed, for example, in respect of the forces in West 

Germany, he spoke of "savings in resources, yet doing the job better", 

speculating that anti-tank helicopters, or giving more anti-tank weapons to the - .. - .. -------· ------ ----------
ground forces, might be more useful than tank.s. "More equipment butof a _____ , ____ ~- -- -~----- --- -~ ~ .. -. -

narrower range" was how he described it. Since then, the new Government 

White Paper - really excellent in its clarity and scope - has confirmed this 

line, asserting that too much money is tied up in ships, planes and tanks and 

too little in weaponry. 
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The new technological possibilities make different kinds of cost-benefits 

available. 

Now, that summarises Britain's own problems as part of the Alliance that 

meets the threat to the West. Let me attempt to go a little beneath the 

surface of Government thinking, and burrow a little bit into some of the 

attitudes found in the Government policy with regard to defence and NATO. 

It is useful to do this from my own particular angle - a member of the 

Conservative Party, but also able to take a slightly more detached view 

of Britain's security than can all my colleagues in Westminster. The 

European Parliament may not be charged with examining the Community's 

defence, but there is a sizeable multinational element within it for whom 

mutual security is one of the primary justifications of the Community's 

existence, and it is increasingly debated and reported upon. The emergence 

of...i ... a'-"C,_o __ m_m;_o.:.n:.:_C~o-:::_.::munit.~y_F_o_r_e_ig_n_J'_o!icy is not likely to hap_pen to the exc:Ju~_io_n 

of security considerations: and, indeed, the joint approaches adopted towards 
' ' -~ ~. •--• m .._ •--

the Helsinki agreements, the Middle East and time and again in the United 

Nations, not to speak of joint pronouncements concerning Poland and 

Afghanistan, have all been directly connected with security, although made 

under the catch-all title of acting in "Political cooperation". 

European Political Cooperation, alias EPC, otherwise known as Po-Co, is 

an activity of which many politicians in this country,as elsewhere in the 

Community, are profoundly ignorant .. But it is in this context, outside the 

Treaty of Rome, that the Ten Foreign Ministers meet regularly to concert 

their joint foreign policy - on which they report back afterwards to the 

Political Affairs Committee of the European Parliament. At present European 

PoliticaJ.Cpogeration lacks even a_peJ:ma.neJll ... §.~_~at (a new one is 

supplied by each country in turn as the Presidency of the Council of Ministers 

rotates every six months). And, yet, the Foreign Ministers have duly 

discussed security matters specifically within the context of the Community 

approach to the CSCE Conference in Madrid - and Confidence Building Measures 

(CBMs) as well. There are high hopes in the Conservative Party that the 
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British Presidency, which begins in July under Lord _Carring_ton,_will_see __ _ 

' significant advances in EPC. 

Despite this, the community of spirit evident in some foreign policy matters --- - .~ -
is 1,e_s~s"-'e'-vc.:i:..:d:.:e:.:n:..;t:_:.:,w~~omes to defence. We are not all innocent of the 

highly individual - in some opinions, highly dangerous - approach of the 

French, who regard (or affect to regard) reliance on their allies for any part 

of their defence as tantamount to a surrender of national sovereignty. 

The one serious Community attempt to rationalise our defence effort, in the 

vital field of arms procurement, has met almost uniform failure. Yes -

there has been the Tornade, and the Milan, and the Jaguar, and the Franco

German tank, and thi~ a-nd that: _but in no_way~do.-these.one::off project~ 

represent a coherent joint armamen!_s polJs:y. And armaments and equipment, 

as we are all agreed, are the one field where escalating costs are driving us 

out of the business of serious defence. Germany, France, Italy and the UK 

have a huge collective domestic arms ma_rket; and now that the Community 

has a GNP even larger than that of the United States, our failure to work 

as one in this field is lamentable. 

The United Kingdom pays as much lip-service as anyone to the call for 

armaments interoperability, and coordination, and cooperation; but I, for 

one, have found much greater enthusiasm for these necessary things in 

Westminster than in Whitehall - that is, among the politicians than the 

bureaucrats and technicians At the end of the day, the ministerial attitude 

is this:- cooperative ventures are fine when and where allied needs coincide, --
provided not more than two or three nations are involved and provided they - -
don't need too much effort or interfere with current defence programmes. A ,,..,,.. , __ _ 
mere 15 per cent of UK arms purchases were non-domestic in 1980. 
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This attitude, as I say, is not confined to Britain (far from it). And the new 

Community effort to ensure procurement cooperation is likely to be to try to 

create the conditions at industrial level in which that kind of cooperation 

can naturally take place, rather than to urge governments to do what is 

obviously sensible in the interests of efficiency of economy or of the 

survival of the Community"s high technology. 

What lies behind this ultimate unwillingness to pool resources, effort and 

control for the greater good and security of all? Is it political, economic or 

military, or all three? Why can't the 9 Community nations of NATO become ? 
--·- - ,_. --- - --·--------------

a unified Western pillar of the Alliance? Well, apart from the status of 

Ireland and the cautious approach of France, we're not yet a United States of 

Europe, and our Common Foreign Policy is embryonic, to say the most. 

As fer Britain, we are not alone in our failure to see Western defence apart 

from national considerations (which is why it is so hard to agree the specification 

for joint projects, especially in the aerospace field). Our consciousness of 

the vulnerability of trade routes, and hence of the importance of naval power, 

is perhaps more developed than our partners' - though one should not under

estimate the new awareness of the th_r£_aJ_to_the_se_13_l.9ne s which brings 

Europe's energy, mineral and raw material needs to the Community's shores . . 
And we may be less conscious than some of the strains within the Alliance 

springing in part from the Carter government's record, and in part from the 

differing views of the value of detente in the post-Afghanistan period, not 

least in Germany. 

The major blind spot, however, remains HMG' s failure to recognise that the 

European Community might have as significant a part to play in ensuring and 

engineering the security of the West as NATO itself: indeed, if NATO cannot 

mount the kind of credible defence posture against an ever more aggressive and 

powerful Russia, a part that would be both complementary and crucial. The 

~ ~d-SP9.l-extends-to.the_ThircLWorld too - where HMG overlooks the clo...:;e 

1 
economic and therefore political links the Communitjl _has develop~ with the 

l 60 nations of the Lome Convention, the bulk of them in Africa. 
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Let me explain what I mean. The question asked in the Conservative Party 

today is whether the Soviet Union can now be militarily confined in such a 

way as to prevent its making even greater political use of its present very 

powerful global position. Already, Moscow is exploiting effectively its 

carefully constructed capability for destabilisation in every continent - in 

Africa by surrogate armies, everywhere by ready deployment of arms to terrorist 

cir revolutionary movements. The Soviet military effort of the past ten years, 

having greatly exceeded that of the West in the supposed decade of detente, has 

altered the balance of power most alarmingly; and, for those who have hoped in 

vain, but remained sceptical, that detente could prove a reality, the failure 

of Moscow to respond to the signs of fear and distress emanating from the 

West for the past four years has been most alarming of all; for the Russian 

leadership has thereby ignored the basic rules for ensuring stability in a 

nuclear world. This point is made most clearly in the recent multinational 

,Chatham House pamphlet "Western Security". 
--- - - - -

The shift in the balance of power, achieved by the Soviet policy of increasing 

military expenditure during the seventies by between 12 and 14 per cent 

annually, has been accompanied not only by policies of vicarious and direct 

~ion against the Third World countries, but by economic failures at home 

such as would be politically insupportable in any open society. The past 

decade, too, has seen Western high technology, food aid, general trade and 

soft credits pouring into the Soviet Union and the Soviet empire on an enormous 

scale - along with a growing dependence by the West on the Soviet Bloc for 

a number of vital raw materials, including gas and oil. 

There should be no wonder "that there are those in the Conservative Party who, 

watching the Soviet military machine on the move, aggressive, unstoppable, 

are asking whether the time has not come for examining what economic steps 

might now be taken to reverse that trend. They have seen, in Poland, what 

J ~ a nation will do when starved (despite Western credits and trade) of the 

1 essentials of life. Could it be that cutting down on commercial relations 

L I 
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which already favour Russia and her satellites might be the better way 

of obliging Moscow so to re-order her Empire's economy in favour of consumer 

goods and at the expense of arms? 

The important consideration in all this is that economic action by the West . .. _________ .. ___________________ . 

only becomes practicable through the ability of the EEC to act as one, and. 
. ------ .. ,. - . ---

in conjunction with the U.S. Only when they act together does the economic 

, ~:~~on appe~;·i~-;h~ir hand. To use it, I believe, is the only alternative to 

embarking on a new lap of the arms race which we can neither afford nor win. 

Yet a coherently directed Western economic policy pointed against the 

enormities of Soviet aggression remains a goal for us. And to this let me add 

where Lorn~ comes in - the Community's economic treaty with the Third 

World. If the resource war is to be won, and if Africa, the Gulf area and 

the seas around Africa are the key to it, then the sooner the Convention's 

inescapable political aspects are developed, the safer our interests and those 

countries' interests will become. We have here, though in politically 

skeletal form, the ideal response to the network of trade, "friendship" and 

port-use treaties that Moscow has developed in this sector over the past 

decade. And here, incidentally, are the countries who need to know that, 

by invitation, a rapid deployment force would be ready to help them. all the 

way from the Gulf to the Cape and up to the Tropic of Cancer again. 

To return home: the Conservative Party is solidly with the Alliance. The 

opposition in Westminster now finds itself committed to unilateral muclear 

disarmament, the removal et American bases in Britain, and withdrawal from 

the EEC. The contrast is stark- and if the opposition won power and put these 

policies into effect, it would be catastrophic for NATO's defensive strength, 

its forces' morale, and its effectiveness as a peace-keeping organisation. We 

hope that all such moves could in practice be resisted, for we doubt if they 

meet the wishes of the great majority of even Labour's supporters. 
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Background 

Originally, Italy's participation in the Atlantic Alliance was 

controversial both in the country and abroad. It was revealed in 

recent years that initially some member states had strong doubts about 

the wisdom of inviting Mediterranean countries to join an Alliance that 

was meant to link countries of the two sides of the Atlantic which had 

been allied during World War II. But the requirements of containment, 

i.e. to stay as close as possible to the Soviet sphere of influence 

prevailed and what later took the name of Southern Flank of NATO was 

established. 

Sub divisions were also evident not only between but also within· 

Italian political forces domestically. What already at that moment 

appeared as a choice of the West, was of course strongly opposed by 

the left but was also controversial among the Christian Democrats, the 

major central party. People like Fanfani, La Pira and Dossetti who 

had important support within the Catholic Church and the Vatican, were 

against. All the authority of the then leader of the D.C., De Gasperi, 

had to be used to bring about the needed majority to join the Atlantic 

Alliance. The second major party, the Socialist Party (holding today 

the defence minister position) was in its large majority against the 

alliance and the minority which was pro, had to split fromcthe party 

and form the so-called Social Democratic Party. 

The choice of the West associated with the Alliance was also 

strongly linked to the beginning of the European integration, which 

had taken place parallel to the ending of the war. The majority of 

the country that was in favour of a united Europe did not coincide 

exactly with that supporting the alliance but to a large extent the 

two overlapped. De Gasperi is definitely listed among the Founding 

./. 
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Fathers of the Community. 

Consistent supporters of both were the so-called small lay 

parties which at that moment participated in the government in coa

lition with the Christian Democrats: the Liberal party (a conserva

tive political group close to the business sector), the Republican 

party and the new-born Social Democratic party. Actually they have 

been more consistent western parties than their great ally. 

Despite this controversial beginning,Italy has been a steady 

and on the whole cooperative, though not so active alliance partner. 

Alliance issues have been little debated in the country because of 

the dominance of the so-called "scel ta di campo" (choice of camp) that 

joining the Alliance implied, over the foreign policy act that was. 

International issues have been frequently used for domestic purposes 

rather than vice-versa. 

The factor of having the major Communist party in the west and 

for several years allied to it an important Socialist party both point

ing at the east as an alternative model, as the other camp,.: has made the 

country particularly divided on the East-West issue. 

In addition there has been in Italy since the very unity of the 

country back in the previous century, a strong interest for the Medi

terranean and what was the colonial world and is now called the Third 

World. The country is half European, half Mediterranean, half in

dustrialized and half under-developed. One cannot then be surprised 

by the existance of a "third-worldist" and Mediterranean tradition 

in Italian politics. This tradition has occasionally been linked 

either to power politics ("mare nostrum") or_" to a more pacifist 

or neutralist attitude. Post colonial African connections, the in

creasing use of Arab oil, especially since the times when Enrico 

Mattei started the powerful oil lobby centred in ENI, and ethnic 

./. 
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links with Latin America are all aspects of such tradition. 

Then things gradually began to change, as new traditions were 

building up. The European Community and to a slightly less extent 

the Atlantic Alliance, entered the public opinion as perceptions of 

economic interdependence and common security, in a way they became 

more popular issues. Actually they became a test of legitimization 

of parties seeking government positions. This applies to the 

Socialists, who since the early 60s accepted the European Community 

and later the Atlantic Alliance (that one as a defensive alliance) 

as main pillars of their foreign policy positions associated with the 

then rising expectations about detente. Such an evolution accom

panied the process of the Socialist party joining the Centre Left 

Coalition to govern Italy for approximately ten years. In the 

following decade the Communist Party followed a somewhat similar 

evolution, when it proposed the Historic Compromise with the Christian 

Democrats as a new formula to rule the country. 

The PCI came as close as to join the government majority in the 

1978 government and to hold key positions in the two branches of Parlia

ment, but did not get any portfolio. Although a year later it had left 

such majority, the problem of the Communists getting into the govern

ment, either as partners of a large coalition or as an alternative 

to the Christian Democrat~ has never ceased to be central in Italian 

politics. This has not been without influence on foreign policy 

attitudes; later in 1978 a resolution was passed in Parliament by unani

mous vote, for the first time in Italian post-war history, to state 

the Italian position on international issues. Such resolution restated 

fidelity to and support for the European Community and the Atlantic 

Alliance. It is probable that by this resolution, the historical period 

of the "scel ta di campo" has come to an end. On the whole we have ex

perienced since then a more mature foreign policy debate. 

. I. 
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Attitudes in Government and Majority Parties 

I will make reference to the major current security issues: i.e. 

the deployment of the so-called Euromissiles (LRTNF), the increase in 

defence budgets and the crisis management outside the NATO area. 

The acceptance in 1979 by the Italian government lead by Mr. 

Cossiga, a Christian Democrat, to deploy LRTNF on its soil was a key 

decision for the Alliance, on several aspects. By that Italy has joined 

the major European countries (support being clear also from France) in 

ensuring such a deployment, then making a difference with respect to 

small countries. Secondly, it helped the building of a common European 

position which strictly associated the deployment with the requirement 

of negotiations with the USSR in order to reach an arms control agree

ment. Thirdly, it contributed substantially to the strengthening ·of 

the Southern Flank of NATO, which was considered, more for political 

reasons than possibly (and wrongly) military ones, the weak side of the 

Alliance. 

There were also relevant domestic implications. First of all 

it was a first test of a better foreign policy debate (as mentioned 

before) based on more objective and documented positions. Secondly 

the Socialist key position in building a majority behind such a decision. 

stressed the PSI's connotation as a western party and created the 

conditions for having slightly later a Socialist Defence Minister for 

the first time. Thirdly, the opposition by the Communist party has not 

brought such party to revise his attitude of acceptance of the Atlantic 

Alliance, and the attempt by some conservative sectors to come back to 

the old oppositions of "scel ta di campo" do not appear to have been 

successful. 

./. 
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The government position on the Euromissile issues has now been 

to stick to the two-track NATO decision which is shared by the other 

major European countries. It may face some problems when the choice 

of the site, or sitesfor the missiles to be deployed, will come up 

locally but there is no reason for the time being to predict that 

the majority which was formed then will collapse. There are, of 

course, ambiguities related to the two-track position but these ambi

guities are inherent to the European balance of power and do not remain 

with the Italian position only. 

If we now consider the NATO decision to increase its defence 

budget by at least 3%, it can be expected that the Italian position 

will be to stick to it. However:it is likely that the defence ex-

penditure increases will not be only used to match the increased 
-~~ 

East-West threat. There is an adjustment process of our defence 

posture which is currently under study by government officials and 

which may absorb most of the increased military effort. Two main 

lines are driving such adjustment: 

a) mor:e_ attention to the Mediterranean related with redeployment of 

forces and some movement of them towards South especially as far as 

ground forces are concerned. Connected with it there is the Italian 

active role for improving the military posture of NATO in the Eastern 

Mediterranean and the Italian guarantee to the neutrality of Malta; 

b) an increased interest for the use of military capabilities to con

front non-military threats like terrorism and natural calamities (see 

the recent earthquake in the south of Italy). 

This program for military readjustment is also meant to contribute 

to the solution of the third problem, i.e. crisis management outside 

the NATO area. In fact it is the Italian government position that 

because of new deployments of forces by the Atlantic countries in the 

Indian Ocean it is needed to supplement in other areas like the Medi-

./. 
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terranean and the major Italian task is to help in such action. It 

is felt in the majority forces that an improvement of capabilities 

to confront local threats is highly recommended. 

This does not go without some divisions. There are those, 

especially on the right wing of the Italian political spectrum, who 

would like to have Italian involvement outside the NATO area, and 

this for several reasons, which go from the fear of being excluded 

from crisis management action in areas which are relevant to Italian 

political and economic security to the more traditional support of 

the American position whatever it is. In this respect those sectors 

feel, possibly with some domestic considerations in mind, that an 

Italian symbolic presence in the Indian Ocean area might be of posi

tive interest to the country. In the remainder of the government 

majority spectrum, people feel that any involvement of NATO outside 

the area which is attributed to it, would put into question the de

fensive character of the Alliance, and that any involvement of Italian 

military capabilities that could not be but symbolic, is not worthwhile 

and would distract them from more useful purposes. 

Attitudes in Opposition Parties 

As part of the opposition we will consider the Italian Communist 

Party, those small parties on the left of the PCI, occasionally some 

of the Socialists, which are in disagreement with the majority of 

their party, and the Radical party. Thus we will not take into con

sideration the extreme right or the neo-fascist party which has been 

a supporter of the Atlantic Alliance and has often and unsuccessfully 

been trying:, to establish an image of itself as being more Atlantic 

than the others. 

./. 
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As I said before, slogans like "Italy out of NATO, NATO out 

of Italy" is no longer a slogan of the PCI, let alone of the Soci'alist 

party in Italy. Not only has the Atlantic Alliance been accepted but 

there is a new debate about defence and security issues on which tra

ditionally the Left had been ideological and little practical. The 

consequences of this previous attitude of the Left has been that it 

was unable to put up alternative security models. Neutralism or uni

lateral disarmament have not become articulated and strong political 

positions though they were from time to time supported by small groups 

of intellectuals, of sometimes recognized stature. 

The consequences of this have been first of all that the Socialists 

and later the Communists had to accept virtually without condition the 

above-mentioned foreign policy test for legitimization and secondly that 

there has been a delay by the Left in acquiring a minimum of sophistica-

tion on security and defence issues. However there has recently been 

a new debate inside the Communist Party about security issues as it is 

proven by the activity of the party centre of international studies, 

CESPI, which has been able to produce fairly detailed documents about 

security problems. Though there exist among the Socialists remaining 

groups which have fairly ideological approaches, the party in its large 

majority appears to be behind the current defence minister, Mr. Lagorio, 

who has a standing that many would consider above at least some of his 

predecessors. 

The fact that the membership in the European Community and the one 

in the Atlantic Alliance have been now for more than thirty years, the 

main lines of the Italian foreign policy with the support of a widening, 

on the whole, political spectrum, has reduced substantially, if not for 

ever, the influence of the pro-third world attitude which was mentioned 

before. Such attitude is not anyway peculiar of the Communist party, as 
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it has traditionally received support by other leftist groups including 

large Catholic sectors. 

During the last two years, the Italian Communists have seen the 

international interest (or curiosity) about them declining sharply 

from the peaks of the times of Eurocommunism. Of the many aspects 

that have characterised and maybe sometimes confused Eurocommunism 

probably the most resilient has been more independence from Moscow. 

The PCI's condemnation of the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan has 

taken place, though with some internal opposition which took the form 

- indeed an exceptional form - of some deputies breaking the discipline 

of the party in a parliamentary vote. 

Subsequently new strains occurred with the CPSU about Poland, 

the Solidarn:osc Movement being fairly popular in Italy essentially 

among trade unions and consequently also with the Communist party, at 

least in the early period. A revealing sign of this increased distance 

between the two parties was the fact that at the last party congress in 

Moscow neither number one nor number two of the PCI participated and 

this was paid back by the Russians not allowing for the first time the 

Italian representative to speak in the main congress hall. 

As it was said, the PCI voted against and remains today contrary 

to the deployment of the LRTNF, but this was not a reason for revising 

the position of acceptance of the Alliance nor has it been so far a major 

issue of the party propaganda if one compares with other issues mostly 

domestic. Moreover the party has been careful not to identify its 

position on the European nuclear balance with the Soviet one. A 

parliamentarian, who was voted in the party list though without being 

a party member (incidentally, a former general who took high positions 

in NATO) and had supported openly Moscow's views on that, has been 

neglected or even publicly rebuked once by the party. 

./. 
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Rather the strategy of the party has been that of advocating 

a joint European position to save what can be saved of the detente. 

Berlinguer, the head of the party, has been a frequent speaker 1n 

the Strasbourg European Parliament. The German SPD has been a 

constant reference point since the very beginning of the debate on 

Euromissiles, hoping that the strong opposition in that party against 

the NATO decision would prevail or reach at least a compromise closer 

to their positions. 

Finally, the PCI has so far been apparently little permeable 

to the kind of "Northern" and "Protestant" pacifism though such 

"socialist" positions are certainly neither hidden nor criticized 

by the Communist press. New problems are likely to come about when 

the issue of the sites for the missiles to be deployed on Italian 

soil will become .hot, especially if by then the pacifist movement 

gets new momentum in Europe. 

One has to remember that at least two small political parties, 

on the left of the PCI are ready to jump on these defense issues 

1n order to steal votes. 

A potential supporter of the pacifist position 1s the Radical 

party, a small but combative group. This party has not made defense 

policy a major issue in its action. Such domestic issues like advanced 

legislation on abortion, opposition to civil nuclear power and protec

tion of civil rights against possible authoritarian consequences of 

the fight against terrorism or foreign policy issues like aid to develop

ment and the struggle against world hunger have received the total 

focus of its propaganda and activity. 

Prospects for continuity or change 

The above described continuity and reliability of Italy as member 

of the Atlantic Alliance make a sharp contrast with the country's 

./. 
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image of an unstable and uncertain partner. We are likely to continue 

to live with this contrast in the coming years. What would be more 

interesting at this moment is to have a look at possible factors that 

may affect Italian behaviour and help continuity or bring about change. 

One is the foreign policy of the United States and its image in 

the Italian public opinion. Tough policies in Central America or in 

Southern Africa are likely to be unpopular for most Europeans, who do not 

see it, as many Americans wrongly assume, as a sign of a stronger ally. 

In addition, on.this side of the Atlantic most governments and citizens, 

including the Italian, are genuinely convinced of the need of a con

structive effort to carry on arms control negotiations, for either 

political and economic reasons and would react negatively if the Washington 

attitude would give clear impressions of foot dragging. If those seeds 

of divergency fall on a ground already prepared by continuing differences 

on economic matters such as stringent monetary policies, they are likely 

to grow faster. 

A second one is a discontinuity in the parallelism between Euro

pean integration and the Atlantic solidarity, to which I have referred 

repeatedly. Cohesion among Community members has deteriorated as far as 

common economic policies are concerned, while there has been more interest 

for politica~ and remotely militar:,:; cooperation. If the latter is not 

such as to.help trend reversal in the former, the Community may face a 

serious crisis. That would have an influence also on·the country's posi

tion in the Atlantic Alliance. This one is not likely to have the same 

stabilizing effect domestically that European integration has had. And 

this applies to the other southern European countries as well: Spain, 

Greece and Portugal. 

Then there is a possible spread of the pacifist/neutralist/anti

American and - I would add - nationalistic movement, presently active 

. I. 
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in Britain, in Germany and in the Scandinavian and Benelux countries. 

Neither of these many aspects is really new in the European political 

and cultural tradition; nor is it new the religious influence on 

them. What is new is the mix of all of them and this, in my view, 

is what makes it dangerous. Italy, as the other Latin-European countries, 

France and Spain, has been affected only marginally but she is certainly 

not invulnerable, especially if of two factors before, the US foreign 

policy encourages antiamericanism and "impasse" in the European Community 

enhances nationalism. 

There have been political analysts who recognize in Italy a current 

of opinion which gives priority to European integration with respect to 

Atlantic solidarity as opposite to one that considers the relation with 

the United States as being more important than our links with the other 

European countries. The former would be ready to go down the road of 

equi-distance from the two superpowers either as a neutral block or as 

a third force. The former would seek "special relations" with Washington, 

open to risks of satellisation. As I said before, there has been so far 

much overlapping among political and public support of Europe and of the 

Alliance. But if for any of the reasons above,odivergencies would show 

up between the two, maybe the potential of such differing currents of 

opinion should not be underestimated. 

Finally a fourth factor could have opposite effects, i.e. to 

increase European and, possibly, Western solidarity. I am thinking of 

events that would further deteriorate the Soviet image, already much 

less appealing to the Italian (and European) left than it used to be, 

and would increase the perception of threat coming from the East. An 

invasion of Poland would be one of those events. If it was a plain in

vasion, most observers say, it will lead to a rupture between the PCI 

and the CPSU. But there are many other outcomes of the Polish situation 

short of a Soviet invasion, and the domestic influences in Italy would de

pend on the nuances that make those many scenarios different one from the 

other. 
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SUMMARY 

1. Italy's entrance in the Atlantic Alliance was not without 

uncertainties among partners nor without sharp divisions 

inside the country. Different views even within the largest 

party: the Catholic DCs. Split in the socialist party. 

Role of the small lay parties in the government coalition. 

Italy has since been a steady and cooperative member of the 

alliance, but little active in a period of reduced interest 

for foreign policy, namely security and defence. Use of 

foreign issues for domestic purposes. Peculiarities in the 

Italian position in the Western system: a country partly 

European,· partly Mediterranean; partly industrialized and 

partly underdeveloped. More recently: higher vulnerability 

in the energy supply. The "pro-Third World", pacifist, 

Mediterranean tradition in the Italian foreign policy debate. 

Atlantic Alliance and the European Community as a decisive 

test for the evolution of the left parties: socialists in the 
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early 6Os and Communists in the 7Os. Unanimous foreign policy 

resolution of the Parliament at the end of 1978. 

2. The key decision to deploy "Euromissiles" (LRTNF) along with 

other NATO members. 

The importance for the Alliance: i) acceptance of the major 

NATO countries (with support of France); ii) common European 

position for deployment and negotiation; iii) military strength

ening of the Southern Flank; iv) end of political strains in 

Southern Europe. 

Domestic implications. PCI, back in opposition, is against, 

without putting in question Italy's membership in the Alliance 

(see below). PSI has stressed its Western connotations: soon a 

Socialist to be Minister of Defense. Used by DC, traditionally, 

to delimitate a majority. An important psychological aspect: 

a beginning of debate on defense issues. 

Currently, the government is stressing the need to maintain 

the European two-track decision, with nuances between those 

· who consider it little more than lip service and those who 

remain strongly attached to detente. The intrinsic ambiguity 

of the issue helps ambiguity in positions 

The 3% defense budget increase. Italy, despite serious 

economic difficulties has decided to comply. Adjustment of 

defense posture associated with it. New consideration for 

possible threats not strictly related to East-West confrontation, 

which is covered by NATO. 

Increased attention for the Mediterranean, may require redeploy

ment of also ground forces toward the South: the problem 
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currently being studied in detail. Active support for political 

improvement of NATO situation in Eastern Mediterranean; security 

guarantee to Malta. 

Increased attention also for civil threats. Use of military 

instruments to fight terrorism and to help in natural 

calamities ( recent earthquakes) . 

Crisis management outside NATO area. The government position 

is that: a) the priority remains with improving the country's 

and NATO's position in the Mediterranean also in relation to 

possible negative consequences of new deployments in the Indian 

Ocean; b) there is little Italy can do to perceptibly help out 

there. "Our navy stays well where it is". 

Some political groups, for instance the most conservative of 

the DC, favourable to a more active role. The debate, mostly 

restricted, confirms higher interest for security issues, but 

is apparently dictated by considerations related to US-European 

relations and domestic implications rather than by the need 

to protect oil supply. 

3. There is national consensus on Italy's membership in the Atlantic 

Alliance (even more so for the European Community). Not only 

old slogans of the left ("Italy out of NATO - NATO out of Italy") 

are abandoned, but there has also been a new interest (socialists 

and communists possibly more than the moderates) for security 

and defense related issues. Previously such issues were 

considered "untouchable" with two consequences: a) the left 

proved to be unable to put up alternatives and had 

to accept virtually unconditionally the "Atlantic/European test" 

./. 



to be legitimized for government (pacifist, third-worldist 

position marginalized); b) the strategic debate in Italy 

is still less mature than in most other Western countries. 

4. 

The Communists condemned Soviet invasion of Afghanistan (though 

with internal opposition, for the first time expressed in 

parliamentary vote) and have strains with CPSU about Poland 

(Pajetta not allowed to speak in the Moscow Party Congress). 

The PCI, while confirming opposition to the deployment of 

LRTNF, does not make it a major issue (with respect to social 

problems or public morality) and is careful of not being labelled 

as pro-Russian(one internal voice in this sense has been 

publicly critized). Rather, it advocates a European consensus 

for saving detente. The party has so far been apparently 

little permeable to "northern", "protestant", pacifism, though 

such "socialist" positions are neither hidden nor condemned. 

The small, but combative radical party has made foreign policy 

issues even less central in its action. Protection of civil 

rights, against possible authoritarian consequences of the 

struggle against terrorism, abortion, opposition to nuclear 

energy and many other domestic issues get entire priority. 

4. Continuity and reliability of Italy in the Atlantic Alliance 

contrast with image of instability and uncertainty. Extrapolation 

or possible factors of change. 

a) Importance of parallelism between European Community and 

Atlantic Alliance. If European solidarity deteriorates 

substantially, serious strains would be brought in the 

Italian equilibrium. 
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b) Image of US (i.e. deterioration consequent to unpopular 

action in Third World) and substance of US-European 

relations (political and/or economic) will also affect 

the situation, not only among Communists but Socialists 

and Catholics as well. 

c) A combination of some a) and some b) would help to spread 

pacifist movements towards South. 

d).A dramatic outcome in Poland should have the contrary 

effect though different views on how to react may bring 

some b) and possibly some a) as well. 
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"Spain and the Defense of the West" 

Pedro Schwartz 

This paper has not been written by a specialist 

in military affairs, but by an economist who believes with 

Adam Smith that the first duty of sovereign is "the duty of 

protecting the society from the violence and invasion of 

other independent societies". It will attempt to analyse the 

political attitudes of the Spanish towards the Western Alli

ance. It will also try to forecast immediate developments 

with regards to the renewal of the Treaty of Friendship and 

Cooperation of 1976 between Spain and the USA; and with re

gards to the possibility of Spain Joining NATO, under the pro
vision of art. 10 of the North Atlantic Treaty·of 1949. 

t~er k A discussion of these matters is timely, for 
~ the Treaty with the USA ends in 1981 and the new Spanish Prime 

✓-Alo Ministe~, Mr. Leopoldo Calvo Sotelo.ha~ ~easserted the will of 
YV

11
i;.;_ ljJ'' t~e ruling Center Party to have_ Spai1 JOJ.n NATO. The_two que~ 

_,IJ.J" #,-- tions ,- also, are not unconnected for/ renewed Treaty with the· 

-_/" ;_tfl'VUS would have a. different meaning and perhaps even contain dii_ r ,jY>' ferent clauses if Spain is also a member of the Alliance. 

~,.,_, 
The paper will be divided in five parts: part 

(I) will give a short description of the Spanish Armed Forces; 

part (II) will present an overview of political attitudes res

pecting Spain's relations with the Western Alliance;· part (I II) 

will list the military possibilities before Spain; part (IV) 

will discuss the advantages and disadvantages of Spain both 

signing a new Treaty of Friendship and joining NATO; a final 

part (V) will summarise th.e foregoing points and venture a ten 
tative forecast of events. 
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2. 

I 

The Spanish Armed Forces 

It is difficult for a civilian to 'know the might 

and preparedness of the Armed Forces of Spain. The military 

live very much apart from the mainstream of Spanish civilian 

life. Their social origin is increasingly lower middle class. 
Some regions, such as Catalonia and the 

greatly represented among the officers. 
Basque Country are not 

The British custom of 
starting life as an officer and then moving into banking or in 

dustry as a manager has no counterpart in Spain, except that 

some serving officers work for specialised public enterprises. 

For the purposes of this essay it will be 

enough to us~ some broad figures published by the Institute 

for Strategic Studies, so that other contributors, familiar 

with the NATO Forces, can get an impression of orders of mag
nitude. 

Table 1 

SPAIN'S ARMED FORCES 

Men under arms (in thousands) 

Army 
Navy 

Air Force 

TOTAL 

Reservists 

Civil Guard and Police 

255 

49 

38 

34 2 ( a) 

1 , 0 8 5 (b) 

104 

NOTES: (a) Of which 230,000 National 
Servicemen. 

(b) Having received recent training. 

SOURCE: "Spain", Mi Zi tary Ba lance, Inter
national Institute for Strategic 
Studies, 1980, as published by 
Ejercito: Revista de Zas Armas y 
Servicios, XLI, 490 (Nov. 1980). 
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One of the characteristics of the Spanish Armed 

Forces is~~~ relatively large manpower. Four hundred and for 

ty ftve thousand men under arms, if one includes the paramili

tary Civil Guard and Police, as one would in war time, plus 
more than a million unsable reservists is no inconsiderable 

number for a nation of just under thirty eight million inhab

itants. 

These Armed Forces are however top heavy in the 

higher ranks. Table 2 gives figures for 1977 which show that 

the modernisation of the Forces might mean a pruning of the 

command structure. 

Table 2 

RANK STRUCTURE OF SPANISH ARJv!ED FORCES 
(1977) 

Men under arms 4, 5 % of 18-45 year olds 

Generals 500 

Commanding Officers 11,000 

Officers 23,600 

NCOs 36,200 

SOURCE: A"'.-/-,, t.-,,.; 0 s.:i..c½ - G,jo' ', , E _i ;-eu..-,, ""'-'
~ o,Ar-J (MN'l.<'i'<1\. I /q+t) I rt· 2 ~ ¥- 25 /;_ 

of 

give more than a cur

these armed forces 
Again, it is difficult to 

sory impression of the fighting power 

and the equipment at ·its disposal. Its immediate intervention 

forces are scanty; only one armoured division, backed up by a 

mechanised division and another motorised, true, each with two 

brigades. The Cavalry and the Artillery have another immedi-

ate intervention brigade each; and there is one parachute and 
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one aerotransportable brigade more, for rapid intervention. Of 

these forces, one might guess that the armoured division and 

the parachute brigade are the handiest and readiest. 

It is not necessary to go into all the details 

of equip~ent listed in Military Balanae. Table 3 gives an 

overview, which sugg~st less than full preparedness for modern 
warfare. 

Table 3 

SPAIN: A SAMPLE OF MILITARY EQUIPMENT 

Tanks 
Medium 
Light 

Submarines (diesel) 
Combat aircraft (a) 

NOTES: (a) Of which 36 F-4C (S); 

755 
180 

8 

1 7 7 

24 Mirage F-1 CE; for inter
ception: and bomber fighters, 

16 F-5A; 2 F-5B; 11 HA-220. 
SOURCE: "Spain", Military Balanae, 1980. 

• 

Under the aegis of the American Treaty, some 

effort has been made to modernise the forces. The US have 

supplied much needed hardware especially to the Armada. A 
seven year military investment plan is in operation, and 

military expenditure i~ general seems to be rising more than 

proportionately. 
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Table 4 

DEFENCE EXPENDITURE AS A PERCENTAGE OF GNP 

1975 1980 

us 5 . 4 5. 2 

USSR 1 1 to 1 3 

UK 4.9 . 4. 9 

France 3.9 3.9 

Italy 2.6 2.4 

Spain 1. 8 2.9 

SOURCE: Military Balance, Part 2 , Table 4 
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II 

The Political Situation 

For the purpose in hand it would be otiose to 

speak of·the general political situation of Spain and the sue 

cess or not of its transition from autocracy to democracy, 

were it not for the fact that a small part of its Armed For

ces and Civil Guard staged a coup on 23 February 1981, with 

the tacit sympathy of a great part of the military. 

The 23 February Coup 

Article 8.1 of the 1978 Constitution reads: 

"The Armed Forces ... have it as their mission to guarantee 

the sovereignty and independence of Spain, to defend its 

territorial integrity and its Constitution". Many military 

men, from what has transpired of their opinions after the 

shock of the 23 February, interpret this article in a peculiar 

·way. They consider that the democratic governments of Spain 

have not been sufficiently active in combatting terrorism and 
have been far too generous in devolving powers to the regions, 

especially to Catalonia and the. Basque Country: this they see 
as attacks against the territorial integrity of Spain. They 

also feel that unemployment, which has reached 12.5 of the ac 

tive population, can be routed by a decided assault with the 

help of public spendini and credit leniency: this problem may 

not be within their brief as set out in the above-mention ar

ticle 8.1, but traditionally the military in Spain feel they 

are the last reserve in the event of a social or economic 

emergency. Finally, they interpret rather partially their 

duty to defend the Constitution as a duty of allegiance to 

the King. One of the contradictions of the 1978 Constitution 

is that the King is stripped of any effective power save an 
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innocuous looking one: art. 62.h says that the King is charged 

with "the supreme command of the Armed Forces". This recog

nises the fact that the King is an Army officer and wields more 

power than anybody else in Spain through the allegiance of all 

officers to His person. 

The failure of the 23 February coup and the 

overwhelming democratic sentiment of civilian Spain are im~ 

-material compared with the rea,lJtx of militart._Rolitical power. 

This power is a reserve power and is externally manifest in 

the respect the Armed Forces expect and mostly get from the 

population. The leniency towards the perpetrators of the coup 

is an indication of this social reality. 

One important consequence can be deduced from 

all this for the matter of Spain's contribution to the defense 

of the West: the Spanish Armed Forces are predominantly inward 
looking and are in,,-fact a politic al. fore~- ;a;h~r th;n· an or~n-

---ce------.------ . - --- - -- ----
ization for the external defence of the country and an effec-

tivit•iiii"litary machine contributed to the alliance with America. 

The Armed Forces and NATO 

The review Defensa, which specialises in mili

tary matters, published a poll on NATO among_.2:_ts reader~p. 1 

It is interesting to note that 52% of the answers only were 
-- --· ------favourable to entry. However, since the military amongst the --- -peopre-sending replies only came up to 40J

0
,the result revealing 

military opinion should have to be corrected. We do not have 

the figures for the military readers, but we do have a break

down by rank. Of the COs replying 88% were in favour of entry: 

1 Reported in ABC, 11 June 1980. Readership of Defensa: 
8,000. The proportion of replies obtained was not revealed. 
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of the officers (commanders, captains, and lieutenants) only 

48%. Again, while 84% considered that the advantages of 

joining were mainly military, only half,considered that the 
f<,li~ ,u,,( 

political advantages overbalanced the/disadvantages. 

All this is a mere indication of military ~~ 

opinion, but it does show that a greater degree of Third 
World "na t:i'.onal isJn" is prevalent amon-g the younger officers, ______ __:..:.:..;_:.:..=;:;:...--::,...-- . . 
and· also that the political role of NATO and the political im-

portance of Spain participating in the councils of the 

Alliance are slighted. 

Casual observation and conversation confirms 

all this. The Spanish military know they could not manage the 

three Hispano-American bases of Rota, Torrej6n, and Saragossa; 

that their modern equipment and knowhow mainly comes from 

their association with the .AJllericans; that the Spanish terri

tory and Armed Forces are de faato partially integrated in 

NATO's military organisation. However hostility to full in

tegration exists, perhaps for two reasons: Gibraltar and 

~raditional Spanish isolationism. 

Gibraltar 

This .sma.11 and thorny problem will be dealt with 

cursorily. The Spanish military and, one Jnay suppose, the 

population in general would dearly love to see Gibraltar come 

··back under Spanish sovereignty. Under the 1978 Constitution 

a wide measure of devolution would be possible for the Gibral

tarians. In fact art. 144.b of the Constitution foresees the 

·possibility of an Autonomous Community smaller than a province, 

and it was written with Gibraltar in view. 
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The Gibraltarians however do not relish the 

prospect of joining Spain, because many do not believe Spain 

will stay democratic, because they Suspe~t l:ke communist and 

socialist municipalities in their Hinterland, and because they 

fear an erosion of their privileges. They also hope to get 

all they want for nothing: i.e. the opening of the barriers 

separating them from their neighb1ts when Spain joins the EEC . 

Unless the status of the military base in Gibral 

tar is cleared and it· is accepted that it will become a Spanish 

base leased to NATO when Spain acceeds, the majority of the 

military will not want to join NATO. 

Spanish neutralism 

Spain has not taken part in an European war ....___ . -
since the times of Napoleon. Many of the military and a ma--. 
jority of the population feel that Western military affairs 

are remote, especially if they are taken to include the defence 

_of the Oder-Neisse line, the American mainland, the Middle 

East oil wells, and the Japanese archipielago. 

This myopia is so pronounced that many Span
iards think Spain might be able to stay outside an European 

war involving NATO countries, despite the fact that the Ameri

cans use three nuclear bases on Spanish soil. Again the poll 

taken by Defensa is revealing: among its civilian and military 

readers, 30% think that the likelihood of Spanish involvement 

in a nuclear exchange will be lessened if she stays out of 

NATO, while presumably renewing one Treaty with America. 
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Political parties 

After the March 1979 general election, the. 

center party UCD was able to form a government again,as being 

the largest minority in a Chamber of Deputies where no party 

reach half the seats. 

The distribution of seats in the Lower House 

1s now as follows, from 'fi~ to eef-t: 2.6% for the conser

vative C_oalici6n Democratica; 47% for the goverment party, 

UCD; 4. 6 for the Catalan and Basque conservative Nationalists; 

34.0 for the Socialists; 6.6 for the Communists; and 5.1% for 

others of Z..eft and Right. 

The small Coalici6n Democratica group is 

decidedly pro-NATO. The Center party, which is in power, 

proclaimed its decision to join NATO in the electoral manifes

to, but nothing was done to put this resolution into effect un 

der the premiership of Adolfo Suarez; the present President of 

the Council of Ministers, Leopoldo Calvo Sotelo, nade it clear 

in his nomination speech and on a number of occasions since 

then that it was his wish to see Spain enter the Atlantic 

Alliance. He would have the backing of the Nationalists for 

this step. 

On the left, the picture 1s very different. 

Despite the fact that NATO was the idea of a Labour politician, 

E.rnie _Bev in, backed by another European, Georges Bidaul t, the 

~-~,SJ.g1,i0st group have taken a curious, if not contradictory 
stance: they favour the_rene.wal_of_t_lle Treaty with the Ameri

cans; they reject entry into NATO; hope for a neutral ~ _..:.._ ___ -'---:.; 

Mediterranean, or perhaps ultimately for an independent Euro

pean army; and will overturn accession if they reach power, u:zi 

less it has been acquiesced in by a referendum. The position 

of the Communist party is virtually the same, including continu 
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ation of the American Alliance - no doubt for opportunistic 

reasons. 

However before entering into more details on 

the attitude of the different leaders and the burden of public 

opinion, the different defence options open to Spain must be 

set out. 
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III 

Defence possibilities open to Spain 

Spain at the moment finds herself in alliance 

with the leading nation of the Free World, and contributes to 

its defence mainly by allowing three Hispano-American bases 

to function on its territory. Its Armed Forces are numerous, 
but not adequately equipped or organised, and their attention 

is mainly turned to the ups and down of domestic polities. 

The following options lie before Spain: 

1. Simply renew the Treaty of Friendship and Cooperation with 

the -USA. This would be equivalent to a mili-Earystatus"quo 
nru» 

and could have some political disadvantages. The parties 

of the left say they wish for a continuation of the alliance 

with the US but when the time to sign approaches, may stir 

up opposition for two reasons: (a) that the new Treaty is 

likely to be less "favourable" to Spain than the previous 

one, because of th~increased resistance to granting civil
ian aid to Allied nations evinced by the American Congress; 

(b) the Communists, once the adhesion to NATO has been 
renounced, are not likely to deny themselves the political 

gains of an anti-Yankee campaign. From the point of view 
of risk in case of a war, it is difficult to see how it is 

lowered by harbouring three American bases which are essen

tial for the defence of Europe and the Atlantic sea lanes 
Rota-

(from thekMoron submarine base). 

2. Apply to 

Treaty·. ,....____ 
NATO, under ar.tio-le.~10, of the 1949 North-Atlantic 
2 One could conceive of Spain joining NATO-and-ri"o_t_ 

2 "The Parties may, by unanimous agreement, invite.any other 
European State in a position to furth.er the principles of 
this Treaty and to contribute to the security of the North 
Atlantic area to accede to this Treaty ... " 
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renewing the bilateral treaty with the US. This is a 

position which has been taken up by some influential publi

cations. 3 The end result would be that the three bases 

would come under full Spanish sovereignty and perhaps then 

be put to NATO use under ACE and ACLANT. 4 This solution 

is most unlikely: its only advantage would be to satisfy 

the not very virulent anti-Americanism of a minority, while 

it would give offence to the leading nation of NATO and 

demand disruptive rearrangement of military disposi-l-iuvt:, 

unless it were a pure f.a ~ade. Hence the option to be con

sidered, and it is that proposed by the Government is a 

renewal of the Treaty with the US and entry into NATO. 

Since the 1976 Treaty is near expiry and time for full dis

cussions is lacking, the Spanish Prime Minister told Mr. 
Secretary of State Haig during his April visit to Madrid 

that a bridging one year agreement should be signed while 

NATO accession and a new full Treaty are put into effect. 

3. Neutrality. This is the hoped for state by the parties of 
"'-the-teft,ilich for questions of political opportunity 

(mainly trying not to alarm a suspicious Armed Forces that 
a eommunist take-over is in the offing) is hidden behind 

acceptance of the bilateral alliance with the US. This is 

not to say that there are no Socialists favouring entry in

to NATO. In public however, the Left take three positions: 

(3a} Unarmed.neutrality: deputy Solana of the Socialist paE_ 

ty, for example, has been heard to say that by becoming 

neutral Spain could be "the great arbiter of international 

morality"; ( 3b) Awai:ting an European Army: anti -American 

3 The weekly Cambio 16 and the daily Diario 16. 

4 Allied Command Europe and Allied Command Atlantic. 
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feeling leads some people of the Left to dream of the day 

when a united Europe will be the third great power of the 

World, when Europeans will be independent of Americans 

and Russians alike; this sort of day-dreaming usually in

cludes imposing much stricter conditions on Americans for 

the use of the three bases, such as a Spanish power of 

veto which would make the Treaty a one way obligation on 

the US to defend Spain against foreign aggression; and 

slowly bettering the state of Spanish Armed Forces; (3c) 

Armed neutra.li ty without or including a nuclear capabili

ty, as the writers of a heretical offshoot of communism, 

the 'F'a,,-f;;,1o ote.l T'l'"<"lbq_jO ,{e., c5pC!.'1'l , propose under 

the psi:;udonym "Alvarez de Castro". 5 

4. A~ AZZianoe with Warsaw Pact Countries. Nobody seriously 

defends this option. 

What do the leaders say 

After this classification of options, it is 

easier to explain what the main political leaders propose to 

do on defence. 

Now that Adolfo Suarez has ceased being the 

Prime Minister, there seems to be cleavage separating P,ight 

and Center on the one hand, from the lie ft. , Coalici6n~DeJJiocratica 

and the Center governing party seem to favour option (2), the 

entry in NATO with a renewal of the Treaty with the Americans. 

s A I vC\. 'I'~ de G. s f'<'o 

!.,G.._ "- "' l -kA '-'A +, . ,ro. C " '( q_ 

[ .Ps~1.1 ~""] , i EJ f'4".;;"' ~ (_p, or AN ~ 
&.. cleh,t...S~ //',c,c...·o1,..a,,t {h=fA,·,,,{ , llf}8). 
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Manuel Fraga, the leader of Coalici6n Democratica, leaves one 

in no doubt of this: since he became a democratic leader, and 

even under Franco, he has always been a staunch Atlanticist. 

Mr. Ca·lvo Sotelo, who has replaced Suarez and 

who shows none of the latter's Third World leanings, declared 

in his programmatic speech, when asking the Chamber of Depu~ 

t:ie.s!:hattl-t:'.Jinvesth-i..,as a Prime Minister on fateful February 

23rd, that he would undertake consultations with all political 
parties to seek for the least disruptive way of applying for 

entry in NATO. As was said above, he seems to have solved the 

problem of the Treaties with the US running out, by agreeing 

with Secretary of State Alexander Haigh to seek a one year 

bridging agreement. Also in his recent trip to the Federal 

Republic of Germany, the Spanish Prime Minister seems to have 

told ehancellor Schmidt that he envisages Spain entering NATO 
even before she signs the adhesion to the Treaty of Rome. 

The main obstacle in his path, if he seriously 

means to take it, is the position adopted by the Secretary 

General of the Spanish Socialist Party (PSOE). At that same 

-fateful investiture debate in February, Felipe Gonzalez hooked 
himself publicly before the TV cameras to oppose entry of Spain 

in NATO and to reverse any decision taken in that sense in the 

Cortes by a simple majority vote if the Socialist won the next 

general election: only an affirmative vote in a Referendum 

would be accepted as final by the Socialists. A number of 

embellishments on the anti-NATO position were heard in that 

sitting: Spain joining the Atlantic Alliance would upset the 

World balance of power, would diminish the chances ·of a simul

taneous dissolution of both NATO and the Warsaw Pact, would 

jeopardize the special relationship of Spain with the non

aligned movement, would deflect Spain from the aim of neutral

ising the Mediterranean or at least excluding alien navies 

from it. 
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The Socialists in Spain are, through bitter 

experience, staunchly anti-Communist. It is therefore dif

ficult to understand the point of all these arguments. The 

urgency lies in redressing the balance of power against the 

Soviets who have no compunction about tilting it in their 

favour. The shambles of the European Security and Cooperation 

Conference in Madrid should enlighten them about the chances 

of general disarmament. The non-aligned movement should rather 
be called the ever-feu.ding movement. And the very idea of the 

Soviet Union renouncing its right to send warships through the 

Dardanelles is utopian. 

Be that as it may, Calvo Sotelo has to find 

some way of letting Felipe Gonzalez off the hook, or he will 

have to carry on regardless, 1.m<(ev- II. lot- of p .. Li-1-i<ft'( fl"l!'k . 

Santiago Carrillo, the Euro-Communist leader, 

is being contested -from inside his party and has just lost 

control of the Catalan branch in favour of the pro-Soviet 

faction. His protestations of acceptance of the American 

Treaties, as a stepping stone to a negotiated neutralisation 

-0f Spain or of the whole of Europe, could be disregarded, 
except for the fact that the Communists can take to the streets 

and mobilise their considerable client~le in the media, the 

arts and the University. The Constitutional regime in Spain 

can hardly afford demonstrations and riots and it i5 knowri_ e~zt the 
putsehist military read the radical press with great attention. 

Finally, there is the extr&parliamentary left, 

mainly the two branches of ETA. How far the terrorists are 
being financed and trained by people or countries interested 1n 

impeding Spain's entry into NATO is a point on which it is 

difficult to say anything with certainty. 
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Public Opinion 

In any case the interest of the man in the 

street fo.r these questions seems to be small. In July 1980, a 

reliable opinion poll showed a great deal of ignorance about, 

and considerable oposition against Spain's adhesion to the 
6 North Atlantic Treaty. Only 68% of those interviewed had 

heard about NATO. Of those who had heard, 36% were for entry, 

43% were against and 211 did not know. 

Only the regional distribution showed signifi

cative deviations from the national average, in Madrid and 

Barcelona. In the two largest and most influential cities, 

those against increased to 551 and 51% (of the people who had 

heard of the Organisation). 

This 1.s not the ideal setting for a Referendum, eve"L. 
when the Government holding the majority in the Chamber is the 

only one with powers to call it, as art. 92.2 of the Consti

tution determines it. 

6 Diario 16: "OTAN, esa desconocida", 29 October 1980. The 
article summarises the results of an opinion poll taken by 
"Metra/Seis", on the basis of 2000 interviews. See full 
figures in the Appendix. 
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IV 

Pros and Cons of Spain Joining 

NATO 

Whatever the Government decides in the end, there 

can be little doubt that Spain should join NATO, if one's aims 

are: re-inforcing Spanish security; maintaining democracy and 

freedom in Spain; and contributing to the defence of the West. 

Costs 

Even within this framework there are costs which 

should not be overlooked. The first one is financing the new 

military expenses inherent in NATO membership. 

Adam Smith noted that "the first duty of the 

Sovereign ... , that of defending the society from the violence 

and injustice of other independent societies, grows gradually 
more and more· expensive, as the society advances in civilization." 
(W.N., V.i.a.). 

The fortnightly Mercado, gave in July 1980 some 
indication of 
of NATO (7) . 

what it would cost Spain to become a full member 

It reported that, according to the calculation of 

then Gen. Alexander Haig, the yearly gross payments by Spain to 

the Organisation would be $60 million, of which approximately 

half would be re-imbursed as rent for the facilities leased to 

NATO by Spain. The breakdown of this figure is as follows. 

(7) Perspectivas y Mercado, I, 3 (9-22 July, 1980): "El precio 
de 1 a OTA.I'-/ . " 
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NATO compiles three budgets every year: civil, 

military, and for infrastructure. In 1978, $50 million were 

assigned to civil expenditure, especially civil servants of 

the Organisation in Brussels; $250 million were assigned to 

military expenditure at the various NATO Headquarters and as a 

contribution to yearly manoeuvres. Spain would have to contrib

ute $10 million to the first chapter and $SO million to the 
second. 

The infrastructure expenditure is apparently 

carried out within each country and the contribution of each 

country (which in the case of Spain would be smaller than the 

actual expenditure) would simply mean a reallocation of exist

ing or intended military expenditure. Countries are assigned 

a coefficient according to their GNP and degree of development. 

In 1979, ·it seeins that these expenditures amounted to $4,000 

million. If Spain were assigned a coefficient like fhat of 

Norway, namely 3.1, the expenditure would come up to $124 

million. This sum compared to the $4,800 million total Defence. 

expenditure by Spain is not great shakes. 

Of course there would have to be further expenses 

to modernise and standardise the Spanish Armed Forces_up to the 

NATO level. But this is already being done by Spain; without•·,:, 

the advantage of full consultation with and advice from the 
members· of the Alliance. 

Spain 

NATO. 

The other cost is the increased likelihood of 
be.ing involved iri an European war if she is a member of 
This 

. implicit in 
increase is infinitesimal compared with the risk 

harbouring·three important bases for the use of 
American forces. 

Advanta·ges 

In reverse order of importance to the Spanish 

voter, let us start with the most far sighted consideration: the 

defence of the Western Civilisation 

' .. 
' I· 

I 
i 
I 
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In the Preliminary Considerations to the North 

Atlantic Treaty of 4 April 1949, the Parties asserted their 

determination "to safeguard the freedom, common heritage and 

civilization of their peoples, founded on the principles of 

democracy, individual liberty and the rule of law." 

Spain has just restored, rather shakily, a 

democratic system, 'enshrined in a Constitution, which, .for all 

•its defects, does embody the same principles NATO was founded 

to defend. 

The Western Alliance 1s going through difficult 

times. Aggressive rearmament by the Soviet Union, lack of 

coordination among the Allies, and the impact of the economic 

crisis have made it plain that the Alliance needs re-inforting. 8 

Spain's contribution to this task would also strengthen the· 

~opes that democracy will survive on its soil as. well as on 

that of all free nations. 

The second advantage would be an increase of 

Spain's control over her own affairs. At the moment many deci

siuns fundamental for her safety are taken in Councils· where 

shi-does not participate .. 

In a World where defence is so costly sovereign

ty grows with equal participation in Allied decisions rather 

·than going it alone at one's own peril unless the country is 

ready to pay the very heavy price of armed neutrality. 

By adhering to the North Atlantic T3:eaty, Spain 

would become a member of the Council of the Alliance and its 

Defence Planning Committee. Its military men would be taken 

8 Cf .. K. Kaiser, W. Lord, Th. de .Montbriand, D. Watt, West
ern Security f What has changed? What is to be Done? 
Council of Foreign Relations and Royal.Institute for 
International Affairs, 1981. 
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in as equals on the Military Committee,and the Commands, 

especially ACLANT (Allied Command Europe) and the subordinate 

Command IBERLANT (Iberian Atlantic Area). Instead of being a 

minor appendage of the American military machine, she would 

be a full partner of an Alliance of equals. 

The third advantage lies in that the Allies 

would incr~ase the protection of the Spanish mainland and 

islands. 

Article 6 of the North Atlantic Treaty extends 

protection against armed attack to "the Mediterranean Sea or 

the North Atlantic Area north of the Tropic of Cancer". The 

Canary Islands are an especially vulnerable part of the Spanish 

territories. They are on the main supply routes from South 

America and South Africa to the European theaters· of war. The 

Caribbean and the African mainland are troubled areas where 

political pirates roam. The Balearic Islands would also be 

sensitive in the event of a European war. Spain needs all the 

help it can get -from· its friends, on the basis of a fair ex

change _of efforts, that is, of a sizeable con~ribution to the 

defence of the West. 

The fourth advantage lies in that NATO is the 

best framewor.k for the .overdue modernisation of the Spanish 

Armed Forces. 

True, a sizeable effort is being made by Spain 

now, with the help of the US. But full integration into NATO 

would make this moderniiation more efficient. It would also 

contribute to the streamlining of the Spanish armament indus

tries. And last, but not least, it might keep the military 

busy and tak~ their minds a~ay from local politics. 

NATO membership is of course no guarantee 

against a coup d'Etat, as the examples of Greece and Turkey 
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show. The solidity of democracy is mainly the responsibility 

of its citizens. However, a clarification of Spanish foreign 

policy, a reinforcement of its defences, and a transformation 

of its somewhat ragged Armed Forces into a professional instru

ment do seem to be an ideal setting for the kind of domestic 

policies which will make democracy a way of life for Spaniards. 

I 
I 
r 
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V 

Conclusion 

.This paper began by describing the Spanish 
Armed Forces: an unwieldy body of men, less efficient and 

' lP~S well.equiped than might be desired. Spain however. is 

making an effort to put this state of affairs to rights with 
an increased defence expenditure, now nearing 

desired by the North Atlantic Council. 
the 3\ mark 

far as affects 

was shown in 

2 3. 

The political situation in as 
Spain's adhesion to the North Atlan~ic Treaty 

~a~trr to be complicated. The Army 

as the 23rd February 1981 coup clearly shows. 
is over political 

Political 
parties, for their part, have not shown themselves to be favour
able to the Alliance especially on the left. Gibraltar and a 

tradition of neutralism were shown to be additional complicating 
factors. 

Part III classified the defence options for 
Spain. ·Only three were shown to be relevant: (a) simply renewing 

the Treaty with the US; this being the short stop position of 

the lieft; (b) entering NATO.and renewing the Alliance with the 

US, this being the position of the ~ight; (c) armed neutrality, 

·this being the long stop position of the Socialists and the 

cover of the Communists. Public opinion was shown to be not 

very interested in the issue, and when.informed, mainly against 
Spain's entry into NATO. 

Finally, in Part IV.the pros and cons of Spain's 
adhesion were.weighed from the point of v1.ew of a wish to re

inforce Spain's security; maintaining freedom and democracy in 

Spain; and contributing to the defence of the West. The money 

cost of joining turned out not to be very_ high. And the domestic 
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and foreign interests of Spain were shown to be fully consonant 

with membership, especially the increase in sovereignty through 

participation in the Councils of the Alliance. 

What are the chances that the right decision be 

taken soon? Despite the brave words of the Spanish Prime Minis

ter, Mr. Calvo Sotelo, they appear to be slim. The opposition 

of the left when th'e government needs the barking of all demo 0 

cratic parties to reiriforce a menaced de~ocracy bodes ill for 

an early decision. General elections must come before March 

1983, presumably in 1982, and the ruling party has plenty on 

its plate without adding an added complication which can be 

solved by the new Cortes. 

Hence the friends of the Western Alliance will, 

one fears, have to be patient before the day comes when Spain 

will fully join t~e defensive system of free nations .... unless 

f the adhesion comes through the unorthodox pressures of the h,tJl,~v- folnh.s 
0 t'\,,:, 

lmilitary, or simply through a wish to placate them. 

. i 

i 
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Knowledge Attitudes 
. 

• POPULATION No. of No. of % Do not know SEGMENT o& 'io ·interviews %Heard of %Really knowers % In % 
' ' NA10 know it favour Against I 

~ 
I 

I/ . ----i..... 
I Total population ......... (2. 000) , 67, 8 46,4 (9 2 7) 36,4 42,5 ~ 2 1 , 1 
' ~ 
I . 

s E X 
------------

/ 
Men ........................ (1. 035) 7 6, 1 60,0 ( 6 2 1) 33,8 4 8, 9 1 7, 3 Women ...................... (965) 59,0 31 , 7 (306) 4 1 , 9 29,5 28,6 

. i 

I 
A G E· 

I 
1 8 to 29 •••• ,i ............. (5 36 ). 86,5 6 5 , 1 (349) 37,6 49,6 1 2 , 8 
30 to 49 . . . . . . . .......... ( 8 61) 6.7, 6 45,9 (395) 35,1 3 8 , 1 2 6, 8 I 50 and more (60 3) 51 , 6 30,3 ( 183) 3 7 , 2 38,4 24,4 I .............. 

I 
I 

' 

C L A S s ! 
High + H. Middle . . . . ..... ( 178) 97,3 85,4 ( 152) 34,3 48,4 1 7 , 3 I 

I 

i 
~liddle - Middle ( 443) 89,4 7 2, 9 (3 2 3) 39,7 39,9 2 0 , 4 ' . . . . . . . . . . 
Middle - Low + Working ... (1. 378) 57,1 · 32,7 (451) 34,8 42,4 2 2 , 8 I 

: 
REGION - ZONE I 

I 

Catalonia ( 2 2 9) 2 9 , 5 ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ( 4 29) 8 1 , 1 53,4 2 8, 7 4 1 , 8 
1 . East and South East (2 64) 47,6 37,4 ' (98) 3 7, 1 4 6 , 1 1 6 , 8 ...... 

Andalusia ................ ( 408) 57,6 39,7 ( 162) 40, 2 44,5 1 5 , 3 I 
Centre ( 4 81) 68,5 45,3 ( 21 8) 32,5 46,9 20,6 I ................... 
North ... ' .................. ( 4 1 8) 76,9 52,4 ( 2 1 9) 45,5 3 5 , 7 1 8, 8 

. 

HABITAT I 
2 to 15.000 people ....... (860) 57,8 37,6 ( 32 3) 42,1 35,0 2 2 , 9 I 

1 5 to 100.000 people (371) 63,2 42,9 (159) 39,7 4 2 , 5 1 7 , 8 ' ...... 
than 100.000 people ( 4 24) 79,5 55,9 (2 3 7) 34,3 43,3 22,4 I + .... 

' Barcelona . . . . . . . . . . . . .... ( 123) 82,5 65,9 ( 81) 24,4 51 , 2 24,4 
I 

Madrid ..................... ( 2 2 2) 84, 1 5 7, 2 ( 1 2 7) 29,7 54,5 1 5, 8 : 
I 
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Milton Hi,11 House Conference on 
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EUROPE AS A FACTOR IN ATLANTIC POLITICS 

Synopsis,of remarks by 
Robert Jackson, MEP 

Historical perspective 

1. The original framework of European/American relations was 

, · .. , .. · ..... - - ·· ·_ -1.aid ,.down...-in.~.the, irnmedia te post-war,;per;ioo '·"'~chara~-ter ised by -- -,·-- c..•,cc,.•c::. 

American political and economic/military strength and relative 

European weakness. 

- Currencies: The Bretton Woods system of fixed exchange 

rates backed by IMF reserves and swap arrangements. 

ir-rade: GATT .commitments to multilateral reduction in 

protection (except in agriculture)~ 

Economic oolicy: American support.for European economic 

cooperation/integration. 

Foreign .policy/defence: · .. Alliance political consuLta:tion -----",, ... 7., · 

plus integrated national forces in NATO. 

2. Over the period since 1945, the European/American imbalance 

has been substant'ialiy reduced in all sphere·s exc~pt ths military. 

This has had major implications for the trans-Atlantic framework~ 

- Currencies: The Bretton Woods system has broken down. After 

a period of generalised 11 floating 11 the continental 

European currencies of the .EEC ai.e fLexibly. Linke.a in the 

EMS, floating against the Dollar (and Sterling). 

I • 
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- Trade: Tariff protection has been very considerably 

diminished, but non'-tar iff administrative barriers, 

national subsidies, and exchange rate fluctuations impose 

substantial distortions on tr.ade flows. 

- Economic oolicy: Significant European integratio~/cooperation 

exists through the EEC; since 19·74 the Atlantic "Summits" 

have provided a framework for trans-Atlantic consultations 

on macro-economic policy. 

- Enerav: (A new subject since 1973). Trans-Atlantic 

cooperation. ( extending to Japan) on conservation, emergencies 

• and .. oiL dipl'omacy. is orga.nised through the IEA and the '· 

Atlantic Summits·; the EEC coordinates European policies 

on the same points. 

- Foreign policy/defence: European diplomacy is increasingly 

concerted within EC Political Cooperation: the NATO integrated 

military structure continues (minus France) with, since 1967, 

some European cooperation in the Euro-Group and IEPG 

(concerning procurement)~ 

The Evolution of Eurooe 

3. The increasing organization of Europe through the EC has 

been a maj o,:-- factor in the strengthening of· Europe in the economic• 

anC - more and more - the political spheres. 

The Common Market has p,:-omoted the inter-penetration of 

EuropE:cin·national markets and the competitiveness of Eurooean 

industries (and agriculture) - i~cluding US multinationals 

operating t,:-ans-nationally in Europe. 

The EC Common External Tariff has enabled Europe to 

negotiate as an equal with the US and Japan in the GATT. 
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- The EMS has shielded Europe from exchange rate instability 

centred on the Do1Jar. 

- EC economic policy cooperation after 1973 helped to arrest 

protectionism and, in 1973. to.1980,.mitigated deflationary 

tendencies. 

- Energy policy cooperation helped the Europeans signifi

cantly to reduce the growth of consumptim by a joint 

approach. 

- European Political Cooperation and development policy have 

increasingly_ fashioned joint European positions on the. 

Middle East, on detente and on North-South relations. 

4. However, the European structures are. now approaching a crisis. 

- Following the second (Iranian) oil shock, a second wave of 

recession and rising unemployment threatens a resurgence 

of protectionism. At this stage this is still directed 

'towards the LDCs, the NICs and Japan: but informal barriers 

are increas:ing within Europe, and the Common Market itself 

may come under threat (SC. British Left "alternative 

strategy".) 

The first enlargement of the EC, in 1973, to include Britain, 

poses problems that have not yet 
~ - k 

(i) the intquity o{,Ec budgett; 

the CAP. 

been resolved, notably 

(ii) the excessive cost of 

- The impending second enlargement of the EC (1981-1984) to 

include Greece, Spain and Portugal, poses similarly acute 

problems, for the EC budget, for the organization of European 

agriculture and industry, and for the functioning of the EC 

institutions (based on th~ principle of unanimous·agreement 

between first 6, then 9, now 10 and soon 12 govern_rnents). 
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- Without more active coordination of macro-economic policies -

including especially_ (i) coordination of mon·etary and fiscal 

policies, (ii) increas.ing resource transfers, and (iii) more 

active energy policy cooperation - and without a more deve

loped external currency policy (vis-a-vis the Dollar and the 

petro currencies), the EMS exchange rate stabilization 

arrangements will come under increasing strain. 

- EC political cooperation has·reached a point at which it 

has enough substance to exert an influence on.world policy, 

but not enough to make· that influence effective. 

- In spite of major institutional developments in the 1970s -

regular thrice-yearly Summits (the .European Council) and 

direct elections. to the European Parliament - there is an 

increasing lack of confidence in· the functioning of the 

EC institutions, both among governments and on.the part of 

public opinion . 

... 5.. Possible outcomes for this EC .internal development by 1985. 

are:-

(a) ~allyinc o~ the existing structures. This would involve the 

maintenance· of the Common Market (perhaps with increased 

external protection); moderate reforms of the CAP to reduce 

its economic and. budgetary costs; arrangements to_ ensure 

EC budget equity; the ciev~lopment of more active EC economic 

oolicv coordination; ··the· consolidation of, EMS, both 
~ ~ -

internally and externally ·( reserve ro·le for · the ECU?) ; the 

further institutionalization and intensification of political 

cooperation (including security/defence issues?); increasing 

the effectiveness of EC decision-making (majority voting, 

more powers for the Commission, an5 for the Europea·n 

Parliament). 

In spite of all the difficulties this is still the most 

likely path, _although elements of (C) ·below will inevitably 
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enter in; none of the Member States can afford the risk 

of the EC's disintegration; and unless the Community moves 

forward it will face growing strains. 

(b) Looseninc up. This would involve a more or less formalised 

shift of the Community to forms of organization based on 

the principle of voluntary inter-governmental cooperation. 

The implication is that none of the new developments indi-

,- _ ea ted above would occur ( except .perhap.Sc,-SOme. streng.thening-=">·,-c•,·· - ..., 

of_ ,political cooperation). '!'he~EG.-buciget-.weu-l<l<,,rev-ert to 

financing by national contributions (replacing the proto-

federal "own resources" system)·; the- CAP would be· 

restructured on aL"l'J:!2fJ,.-cooperative basis. 

The difficulty that must be faced by the-advocates Of a 

looser Cormnunity is• that there ··i·s ·"an ·•irrefrangible0·~c·otre-rence"" 

binding together the central EC comolex of Common Market/ 

CAP /com.1Tton institutions / 11 own resources II budget. If this 

breaks up, the whole structure breaks up; sL~ilarly, 

this s~ructure is not furthe~ developed, it will be 

increasingly strained. 

(c)_ "Variable oeometry .EurooeU. The scenario .for, Rall vine 

( (a) above) and Loosening ( (b) above) assumes that the 

EC continues to develop as a more or less homogeneous 

and uniform entity. A possible outcome of the present 

crisis could be (i) a "multi-sneeQ Corrununitv· 11 
- in which 

new EC, str_uctures are developeci :UL which .. ;not all .Member. 

States participate (cf. British non-participation in the 

EMS exchange rate system; the 1980 special budget measures 

for_ Britain) ;· ( ii) intensified- Franco-German coooerat ion -

i.e., the develcproent of special arranqements between Member 

States outside the EC framework. 

1'Variable geometry 11 will inevitably continue in the future -

as in past - to .be an essential element in ·the EC I s de_.,.,elop-:" 

ment. But it is unlikely to establish permanencly divisive 
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str·uctures: successful developments on a partial basis are 

likely to attract full participation by all Member States 

(vide Britain and EMS?) Franco-German cooperation by 

itself is not enough. 

(d) Secessions. It is possible that some existing (Greece, 

Bri~ain, Denmark?) or prospective (Spain?) Member States 

may opt out. 

This is unlikely (except possibly in respect bf Spain) 

After initial turmoil the effect would probably be to 

promdE a. rallying of the EC structure around 'the Franco

German alliance. 

Implications of European Developments for Transatlantic Relations 

6. The fact that'during the early to mid 1980s.Europe will 

continue to be preoccupie~ by its internal problems will in 

itself be an·- irritant in tiansatlantic relat-ions: Americans 

are likely to continue to be able to say,· with' Dr Kissinger, 

that ~urope I s·-~'regioi-iai '1 preoccupa-tio!1s limit its capacity -to· 

carry its appropriate share of "global" responsibilities. 

7. On the other hand, this fact - togetherwith fhe growing 

widespread.perception in Europe that the international environ

ment of the 1980s is significantly mor~ dangerous than at any 

ti.me since the 1940s - is likely to discipline the extent o:: 

Eu~opean self-indulgence-in internal confl-icts. 

f 
j 

8. If the. tendency in Europe is towards th·e loosening of the 

existing structures the effect would be to promote European 

introspectior. and to prevent the emergen,ce of new DY strengthened 

European positions. Transatlaritic relations would therefore 

focus on bilateral connections between the US and particular 

European states. 

The central issues·are likely to concern the development 

0£ Gerrrian policy, especially i:: tension grown in Eastern 
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Europe or _if Soviet actions in the Third World threaten d§tente 

in Europe. Washington will therefore continue to attach primary 

importance to relations with Bonn; this will help to strengthen 

relations between Washington and Paris. 

Under their existing governments France and Britain could 

find themselves increasingly drawn together with the US in 

activities outside Europe. 

.. 
k·change of government in Britain towards the Left could 

introduce serious difficulties not only in trans-Channel but 
' 

also in trans-Atlantic relations. 

9. If there is i -rallying of·the European structures the-

familiar problem of the 9oordination of American and emerging 

European positions will continue to assert itself. 

- The strengthening of EC external trade policy threaten 

and. American concern°"about-: tr.ade.-,diver.s iorn.,xe ffectsc;>cc"'-''-'-"•~• ,.•.•- • --- - ·----

(ii) Arneri~an irritation at European lack of understandiQg 

of Far East/Pacific problems . 

. _ StrenllOW. efforts will .be. needed to .. coordinate European 

-and. American (and Japanese)-- trade devel·opmentt sthreaU~esg-cie

0

u~l- a' ) 
In particular any revival of 'Connollyism' in f 

risks. carry serious 

... -• -Th-e- devel0pment--·o-f--£C--eccrromic-pol-icy·coordi-r1:ation ·cc;,ul-c,:;- •---·-- ----•

again, cause ten'sions with the US. E.g., EC convergence on 

a more-balanced macro-economic strategy could lead to strains 

over o.eflationary teno.encies in the US; EC industrial poli:,y 

could promote disagreements about transa tlant-ic trade 

competition; resentments over differences in energy policy 

•---now -going out--0£--fa-sh-i-on, ··i·t--wili· be important ·in··-·the·se~·-~ 

circumstances to keep the Atlantic/Trilateral I Summit I system 

in good repair. 
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- · The evolution of the EMS towards a g-l·obal role as ·an 

alternative to the dollar-system could lead to trans

Atlantic divergences. 

Differences in the geo-strategic situations of Europe and 
---- --

America, and divergences in their political perceptions, 

' will inevitably impose upon any emerging European foreign 

policy system a different cast from the American system. 

\ 

( i) These tensions are already apparent over the Middle 

East, where the Europeans accord a higher priority than 

the Americans to a settlement of the Palestinian issue, 

and a lower priority than the Americans to the development 
• 

of intervention capabilities in the region. On the other 

hand, it is well understood in Europe that the key to a 

Palestinian· settlement· l:l.es · in Washington. 

(ii) An emerging area of strain concerns the response of 
I 

the Europeans to threats of a breakdown of detente in 

Europe. The US must understand the difficulties for 

Europeans (especially the Germans) in applying a strategy 

of graduated reductions in detente in Europe as punish-

ments for Soviet ·aggressions. This issue showed itself 

·over Afghanistan; it could become very acute over Poland. 

(. . . . \ 
J..2.1. I Differences could emerge over Southern African 

auestions - where; in $pite o~ their relatively great~r 

involvement in South Africc., the Europeans may be more 

.sensitive ,_to African opinion._than .. the new Administration,: 

in the US. 

(iv) Over the horizon, but coming closer, is the possibility 

o:: close:: European (or Franco-German) cooperation· in security/ 

Defence questions. This co~ld pose all manner of issues -

~rom the implications of the development of .2 more competi

tive E-uropean defence industry (i.e. less procurement fro~ 

the US; more pressure on the US to bu~· European), to the 

question o::: consultation between the US, NATO anc5. any emerging 
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European defence organization, to the matter of the 

harmonization of American force deployment strategy with 

the emerging European philosophies. 

_ 
1l'owards a Conclusion 

10. 'The post-war trans-Atlantic settlement still survives 

substantially intact in the early 1980s; its dissolution has 

gone most far in the currenc:r f~d, least far in the field 

of _defence. At the same time the EC continues to be the central 

focus for European organization. 

11. _.Nevertheless, both .the trans~Atlantic framework and the 

EC structures are coming under increasing strain. In this 

writer's opinion the outcome is likely to be the progressive 

emergence· of an increasirlgly ambitious European entity, 

and the more or less stressful reorganization of trans-Atlantic 

relations to accommodate this fact. On the other hand, it is 

possible that the European structure will perish more rapidly 

than ... the tr ans-Atlantic framework.: which would. sustain_ 

Atlantici sm, 

· ·of a different. 

but put strains upon European~Arnerican relations 

(and more serious) kind. 

• 
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